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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
KINETICS OF ELEMENTARY REACTIONS IN GRAPHENE OXIDATION AND
KINETICS OF OH* IN HYDROGEN FLAMES
Due to diverse applications of graphene, a kinetic mechanism describing rates of
elementary reactions is extremely useful. To achieve that goal the elementary reac-
tions need to be detected and their rates need to be determined. In this work the
objectives are to use first-principle tools to find those reactions and analyze their
paths in the context of graphene oxidation. Density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations provide the best approximation to the Schrödinger equation, which is not
feasible to solve analytically for large molecules like graphene. We have performed
these calculations to find stable configurations (geometry optimization) and mini-
mum energy paths between them. NEB calculations are performed to determine the
activation energy of the reactions and the transition states structures. As a second
part to this study, an application of a kinetic mechanism was investigated. Struc-
ture of a premixed planar hydrogen flame was analytically related to the distribution
of OH* (electronically excited hydroxyl). The significance of this work lies in the
fact that OH* is a commonly used intermediate species for diagnostic purposes. It
is shown that OH* is perfectly reproduced by steady state and partial equilibrium
approximations. Two regimes of fundamentally dissimilar kinetics are described for
OH* and in each regime, approximate expressions are derived for the profiles of OH*
concentration. In the end it is shown that changing the parameters like dilution rate
and fuel air ratio in the flame can lead to changes in the ratio of the intensities in the
reaction layer and in the post flame region. It is shown that this disproportionality
can be used as a diagnostic means to locate the reaction layer.
KEYWORDS: Elementary Reactions Kinetics, Geometry Optimization, Activa-
tion Energy, Chemiluminescence, Ideal Flames
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Elementary Reactions in Carbon
Oxidation
1
1 Introduction on Carbon Oxidation
1.1 Background
Carbon materials have found many applications in recent decades and especially with
the discovery of graphene, new fields of research and study have emerged. One of
the applications of carbon materials is in reentry vehicles. As these capsules travel
through the atmosphere, due to their extreme speed, a tremendous amount of heat
generates on their surface because of the friction with air, i.e., aerothermal heating.
Hence, it is essential to equip reentry vehicles with a protective layer commonly re-
ferred to as Thermal Protection System (TPS). There are different materials available
for the TPS, ranging from readily available inorganic materials to novel synthetic ma-
terials [23].
Carbon structures are widely used due to their favorable properties like structural
integrity and heat resistance. Examples of these carbon structures are graphite,
amorphous carbon (carbon material without crystalline structure), Highly Oriented
Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG), etc.
Due to weight and size limitations, such protective layers need to be as low-weight
and small size as possible while performing the crucial task of thermal protection.
These competing factors have led to a large body of research and study in order to
optimize the design of the TPS [76, 25, 26, 75]. The protective layers are exposed
to very harsh environments due to extreme speeds and temperatures. As a result of
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such extreme conditions, normally the TPS gradually burns away or ablates, hence
they are also referred to as ablative materials. Ablation is degradation of the ma-
terial exposed to high enthalpy flows. More specifically, ablation is the cumulative
effect comprised of multiple chemical and physical processes. Examples of chemical
processes are dissociation, pyrolysis, sublimation, oxidation, catalytic recombination,
etc. As for physical processes, examples are melting, vaporization, spallation, etc.
The overall effect is that the material is gradually removed.
The aerothermal phenomena occurring around a hypersonic reentry vehicle are quite
complicated and interrelated.
Multiple chemical and physical processes take place near the surface. Hypersonic
gas flow, heat transfer and surface chemical reactions occur simultaneously and are
highly coupled with each other. The intertwined relationships between these processes
make it very challenging to analyze them analytically.
High speed gas flow forms a bow shock near the vehicle at a stand-off distance from
its surface. As gas molecules travel through the shock, they lose their speed, hence
they compress and their temperature increases significantly. The highest increase
in pressure and temperature happens at the stagnation point where gas molecules
come to a complete stop. In the region between the vehicle surface and the bow
shock there are extreme gradients of pressure, temperature, enthalpy, etc. Generally,
if gas molecules temperature increases to certain levels, they dissociate into highly
reactive atomic gases. For example, in the earth atmosphere where nitrogen (N2) and
oxygen (O2) are abundant, they can dissociate into atomic oxygen (O) and atomic
nitrogen (N). These chemically reactive species, once impinged on the surface, will
cause chemical reactions on the surface. Depending on the level of the enthalpy of
the stream, the TPS can show a wide range of behaviors. If the enthalpy is not high
enough, there will be no change to the TPS structure. Relatively higher enthalpy
streams will cause surface oxidation. Higher enthalpy streams will cause finite rate
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of ablation or spalation which is removal of bulk of material. Depending on the type
of the TPS, chemical reactions can happen strictly on the surface or within a depth
underneath the surface. In this context, the importance of surface chemistry is double
fold. First, it is crucial for determining the heat release rate that will be directed to
the TPS. Secondly, it describes the recession rate of the TPS material.
There are several approaches for treating the surface chemistry [56]. Inert wall
boundary condition is an approximation in which the TPS wall is assumed to be
chemically inactive. Chemical reactions can happen in the gas phase though. Since,
in reality, exothermic reactions happen between the gas phase and the TPS material,
chemically generated heat is not accounted for in this approximation.
Supercatalytic boundary condition results in the maximum possible heat release
rate from chemical reactions by assuming all the dissociated atoms recombine to
form chemical compositions similar to the free stream condition. Such assumption
maximizes the amount of chemical heat applied to the surface. Hence, when used as
a predictive tool, it results in a conservative TPS design [34]. This quality is useful
when ultra safe designs are desired or when an estimate of the upper bound for heat
generation is needed. However, when the goal is to find a realistic estimate of the
heating load or optimal design of TPS, other boundary conditions should be used. One
solution towards a more realistic solution is partially catalytic boundary condition
in which catalytic efficiencies are used to moderate the outcomes of supercatalytic
boundary condition. These efficiencies are based on experimental data and specific
to each material.
Equilibrium boundary condition assumes the gas phase is always themodynami-
cally in equilibrium with the surface. Equivalently, it means that the reaction rates
have much smaller time scales compared with that of the gas stream. In practice, this
boundary condition has the same shortcoming as supercatalytic boundary condition,
causing larger heat release rates estimations than actually happen.
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Finite rate surface chemistry boundary condition: This model tries to have a
more realistic and practical approach, compared with models described above, in
determining the chemical heat release rate. It is based on some fundamental ideas.
First, chemical reactions on the surface only occur on active site that are limited
in number. Secondly, there are elementary reactions with rates that depend on the
temperature. The overall chemistry on the surface is described by the cumulative
effect of these elementary reactions. Third, what initiates reactions is the adsorption
of a species on the surface, thus, adsorption is a fundamental elementary reaction.
Numerical simulation platforms [100] are great tools to model an ablation scenario
and predict the performance of a TPS. This is especially true because inherently there
exist many limitations for conducting experimental studies that would replicate the
extreme conditions associated with hypersonic vehicles traveling through the atmo-
sphere. Nonetheless, numerical investigations have their own challenges and diffi-
culties. For one, the strong coupling between many phenomena happening on the
surface of a reentry vehicle, as explained before, makes it challenging to model all the
processes. Secondly, chemical models that are needed to capture the essence of the
surface chemistry are in very little agreement with each other and there are large un-
certainties associated with them. The importance of chemistry model is double fold
as it is directly responsible for predicting the rate of heat generation as well as the
rate of reactions causing chemical transformation of the ablative material resulting
in degradation. One reason for such disagreement though is the structure of carbon
materials as they fall into several categories with inherent differences. Among these
categories, some have structural homogeneity like graphene which makes it more feasi-
ble to seek a deterministic model of oxidation for. Structures like amorphous carbons,
inevitably, bear more challenge as to how they can be characterized based on which
a chemistry model can be generated.
Previous Work on Recession Rate: One of the earliest works with the goal of
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estimating the degradation rate of ablative material in a systematic way was done
by Park [69]. It was concluded that the ablation rate is due to surface chemical re-
actions producing carbon monoxide. The rates parameters were evaluated by linking
experimental data with theoretical analyses which led to derivation of a chemical
mechanism. After Park, others tried to provide chemical models with the goal of
making improvements. For example, another well known model was presented by Zh-
luktov and Abe [103] which is again based on experimental data. These two models
are widely studied and many tried to draw comparisons to validate them [33]. Gen-
erally little agreement between the models were observed. Furthermore, even with
the introduction of newer models, the disagreement between models was shown to
still exist [56]. A more novel approach was taken by Poovathingal and Shwartzen-
truber [72]. They used numerical and experimental data on a molecular scale, rather
than macroscopic scale, to create a new model. More specifically, molecular dynamics
simulation and direct simulation Monte Carlo methods were used to run simulations
whose results were compared with molecular beam experiments results [67]. This new
model was reported to predict CO as the main product which is in agreement with
experimental results and also the qualitative conclusion of some previous models [69].
The common aspect of the models developed in the past, except for the last one
discussed [72], is that they were all derived based on macro scale experimental results.
Furthermore, existence of uncertainties in the materials and procedures contributes
to large uncertainties associated with these models and a narrow range of reliable
application.
Study of ablation in an atomic scale is a fairly new trend. A model developed
based on the atomic scale calculations and experimental data will provide new in-
sights in the field of chemical modeling of ablation because it accounts for and is
derived based on the most fundamental transformations like pitting. In contrast with
the approach of finding empirical rate parameters, we propose that chemical mecha-
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nisms can alternatively be developed using a completely different approach. We have
initiated an attempt to find those rates from a first principles basis study. Atomic
scale calculations are a viable tool in reaching our goal especially in light of recent
advancements in computational chemistry in particular and computational capabili-
ties in general. Once the important reactions are detected in each group, they can be
compiled into a mechanism describing the chemistry.
This will be the eventual goal that the current work tries to partially fulfill. The
key idea to reach the final goal is to initiate a model from atomic level calculations
and consider pitting as a fundamental process in carbon structure degradation.
The framework of validation is readily discussed [81]. It consists of Kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) method applied on a graphene sheet with defects and study of the
growth of the defect within different regimes. Availability of experimental data in
this context [67] provides a proper means of validation which is discussed in more
details in [81].
1.2 Goals and Scope of This Work
Carbon structures are different at macroscopic level and perform differently. However,
they are mostly similar at the microscopic length scales. At molecular scales they are
usually comprised of graphene like structures. For example, when PICA (Phenolic
Impregnated Carbon Ablator) is exposed to extreme conditions, first the resin starts
to ablate. When the underlying carbon structure, shown in Figure 1, is exposed to
the extreme conditions, carbon fibers undergo transformations. The degradation of
the carbon structure begins at the molecular scale with pitting of the carbon material.
Pitting is a process in which a defect within a graphene structure grows into a larger
irregularity in the structure of the carbon material which are orders of magnitude
larger in size. It involves an array of chemical reactions. The defects can be of
several different types. For example a missing atom in the graphene sheet is a defect
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from where pitting can initiate. Because of the high reactivity of the carbons on the
defect site and on the edge sites, mostly chemical reactions occur there. However,
reactions on the basal plane are not negligible. Pitting process results in breaking
carbon-carbon bonds and removal of carbon atoms located on the free edge.
Figure 1: Microscopic structure of PICA is shown on the left, reprinted from [75],
Copyright (2017), with Permission from Elsevier. At the atomic level, the carbon
structure in PICA has a graphene-like structure.
There are several factors involved in the pitting process which has formed the
direction of this work. Mobility of adsorbed atoms on the basal plane and near the
free edge of graphene is a key factor in the pitting process. As proved by others
[69] and [72], carbon atoms are expelled from carbon structures mainly in the form
of carbon monoxide. Thus, availability of adsorbed oxygen atoms at active sites is
the most important factor in the carbon overall removal rate. Oxygen atoms can be
adsorbed on the edge sites as well as on the basal plane. Moreover they can diffuse
on the basal plane to move towards more active sites. These chemical reactions are
among the most fundamental reactions that directly affects the predicted rate of
carbon monoxide formation which in turn is directly related to the recession rate of
the carbon material. Hence, investigation of chemical reactions on the basal plane
and on the free edge is necessary.
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species to consider: Another important factor is the availability and the extent of
coverage of adsorbed atoms, in particular, oxygen atoms. Thus, we have investigated
the adsorption of oxygen atoms. Moreover, due to the fact that the free stream of hy-
personic gases contain atmospheric species, most abundantly nitrogen, adsorption and
diffusion of nitrogen is also considered. Another available species in the atmosphere,
albeit to a much lesser extent than nitrogen and oxygen, is water. So, hydrogen atoms
which can form after dissociation of water molecules will also be considered here. The
chemical interactions can possibly occur between stable molecules, namely molecular
oxygen (O2), molecular nitrogen (N2) and water. Because of the inevitable dissocia-
tion of these molecules in high temperature conditions right after the normal shock
near the surface of the vehicle, radical groups containing atoms of oxygen, nitrogen
and hydrogen exist at the surface. These radical groups are chemically more reactive
than stable molecules and need to be incorporated into a comprehensive chemical
mechanism, so, the will be studied here as well.
elementary reactions: As for the type of chemical reactions that will be considered
here, due to the fundamental role of adsorption, for example adsorption of atomic
or molecular oxygen, adsorption is studied with a special emphasis. Furthermore,
diffusion of adsorbed atoms (and adsorbed radical groups) is another fundamental
chemical process which will be considered as well.
This work: This work, in particular, focuses on finding the most important ele-
mentary reactions leading to chemical transformation of graphene structures, as the
basis of most carbon-based ablative materials. Once the most important reactions
are detected, a compilation of them would describe the oxidation chemistry of the
carbon material. An example of typical elementary reactions are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: This figure shows four types of elementary reactions in the context of carbon
oxidation, reprinted from [81] with permission.
To assemble a proper set of elementary reactions, the first task is to define a pool
of reactants, similar to those in chemical mechanisms of gas phase combustion. That
will be the topic of chapter 2 where probable atomic configurations of a graphene
sheet are considered. DFT calculations are performed to determine whether or not
select configurations are stable.
The next step towards building a chemical mechanism is to determine the rates
of elementary reactions that will cause the transformation in the carbon structure.
This task, as discussed in chapter 3, is based on transition state theory. Assuming
Arrhenius type reactions, the dependence of the rate of reactions with temperature
is determined by knowing their activation energy values. So, finding the activation
energies is crucial to a successful chemical mechanism.
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2 Stable Configurations
2.1 Introduction, Theory and Procedures
In surface chemistry of graphene, adsorption is a key step that initiates further chem-
ical reactions [57]. Hence, we would like to find stable forms of chemisorption of
available species. Since nitrogen and oxygen are abundant in the atmosphere, our
focus will be on O and N in their atomic and molecular forms. Also due to avail-
ability of water, molecules and radicals with hydrogen atoms are considered. Stable
molecules can dissociate as they pass through the shock and experience an increase in
temperature. A portion of those dissociated atoms recombine later near the surface
to form stable molecules again or potentially form other active species. An example
of such recombination to form a new species is when molecular oxygen and nitrogen
dissociate to form atoms of oxygen and nitrogen. These highly reactive atoms can also
react to form other radicals like NO. It is discussed in [17] and [45] that NO formation
plays an important role in describing the surface chemistry. Hence species like OH
and NO will be considered as well. In addition to those, we will also consider stable
molecules containing carbon atoms, for example carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide.
This is because once carbon atoms are removed from a carbon structure, for example
in the form of CO, they may chemically react with available radicals or the carbon
structure again.
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2.1.1 Supercells and the Influence of Supercell Dimensions
Geometry optimization calculations are performed on sets of atoms that are carefully
chosen to represent a desired molecular structures. DFT calculations are periodic in
space meaning that any defined set of atoms is considered to be repeating infinitely
in x, y, and z directions. So, the first step in any geometry optimization calculation
is to define a recurring volume in space, commonly referred to as supercell which
contains a number of atoms representing a material as well as the supercell boundaries
definition. If a calculation involves a crystalline structure like graphene, it is possible
to choose the smallest size supercell that when repeated will generate the desired
crystalline structure. Such cell is referred to as the primitive cell. For graphene,
the smallest size supercell is a parallelopiped containing two atoms of carbon shown
in Figure 3a. Even though graphene is a two dimensional structure, we still need
a three dimensional supercell which is the reason for needing parallelopiped instead
of parallelogram. That is a requirement of DFT calculations. So in practice, an
infinite number of layers of graphene stacked over each other is considered. The
thickness of the supercell in z direction determines the distance between graphene
sheets. Choosing a relatively large value is a common practice when a single sheet
of graphene is sought to be studied because it replicates vacuum or equivalently, a
single layer of graphene without the interaction effects from nearby layers. For
the purpose of studying adsorption on the basal plane of graphene where an atom
or a group of atoms is present near the graphene sheet, other than the dimension
of the supercell in the z direction, the other two dimensions are also important and
their choice physically affects the problem. The reason lies in the periodic nature of
the calculations which causes the hovering atom to be repeated in space as well as
well as the graphene itself. If an adsorbed atom on a small sized graphene supercell
is chosen, it is equivalent to a relatively high surface density of adsorbed atoms.
This will cause interactions forming between the adsorbing atoms within neighboring
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Figure 3: a) a primitive cell containing two carbon atoms that can reproduce graphene
structure. b) a 3x3 supercell - Both of these cells can represent the crystalline struc-
ture of graphene, however, they represent significantly different scenarios when an
adsorbed atom is added to one of the carbon atoms.
supercells. In order to precisely represent a low coverage limit scenario, (a condition
where an adsorbed atom is not affected by any forces except for those of the carbons
in the graphene sheet), the supercell needs to be large enough such that an adsorbed
atom would not feel the presence of its mirrored image in the neighboring supercells.
On the other hand, a large supercell contains a large number of atoms and will have
the adverse effect of prolonged and heavy calculation requirements. So, a suitable
size supercell is necessary.
supercell dimensions: The size of a supercell is defined as how many times the
primitive cell is repeated in the x and y directions. For example a 4 by 5 supercell is
a cell comprised of 20 primitive cells placed next to each other, 4 in the x directions
and 5 in the y direction. A primitive cell and a 3x3 supercell are shown in Figure 3b.
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2.1.2 Geometry Optimization Process
As discussed in [91] DFT calculations have shortcomings when the goal is to study ex-
cited states or band gap in semiconductors, but it is an excellent tool for finding bond
lengths thus stable molecular structures. Optimized bond lengths and subsequently
optimized structures are obtained though minimizing the energy of a system. The
procedure of finding the stable structure starts with defining a supercell and a number
of atoms inside of it. As an example, we can consider a molecule of oxygen, O2. To
represent the gas phase and avoid the unwanted periodicity effects explained earlier,
one should employ a supercell much larger than the bond length of the two atoms.
This will remove the inter-molecular interactions that is unwanted in this case. Now,
if the two atoms of oxygen are initially placed at a reasonably close distance from
each other, DFT calculations will find the ground state energy of the system. This
energy is obviously dependent on the distance between the atoms. So, if the energy
calculations are combined with some optimization scheme, we can find the distance
between the atoms that corresponds with the minimum energy of the system. Such
work flow is implemented in DFT calculation software packages including Quantum
Espresso [22], [20], [21]. After finding the ground state energy of a set of atoms,
the derivatives are evaluated to find the direction of adjusting the coordinates. The
energy derivative is also a measure of forces between atoms. So, equivalently the
amount of force between atoms are minimized. For example, in Figure 4 two steps in
geometry optimization of a six by six supercell of graphene is shown where forces are
converging to zero.
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Figure 4: Geometry optimization performed on a 6 by 6 supercell of graphene. On
the left, one of the earlier stages of geometry optimization with relatively larger inter
atomic forces is shown. After a few iterations, forces become smaller, as seen on the
right, and finally they fall below a predetermined threshold limit.
It is worth noting that the dimension of the supercell is not a big factor when an
isolated gas molecule is being optimized, as long as the molecule size is much smaller
than the size of the supercell. However, in the case of crystals, the dimensions of the
supercell is also an important factor. It is proportional with the bond length and can
not be any arbitrary value. So, the cell size will also be optimized when crystals are
considered.
Having established the required tool set for studying the stable structures, we will
next focus on the adsorption on the graphene. This is done by placing an adsorbing
agent at multiple distances from the graphene sheet. The adsorbing agent could be
a single atom like Oxygen, a radical group like hydroxyl or a stable molecule like O2.
If the geometry optimization calculation does not converge, it could be indicative of
an improper initial guess for the coordinates of atoms [91]. For example if atoms are
initially located too close to each other, a large magnitude force (or energy gradient) is
associated with that. Such large gradient generates a large perturbation in the atoms
coordinates and may lead to a non-converging iterations. To prevent that, anytime
a non-converging case was detected, multiple initial locations were tried to make
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sure the reason is not a bad initial coordinate set. After the geometry optimization
calculation is successfully finished, a key parameter to consider is the variation of
system’s energy. The change in energy is crucial because it is a measure of how
probable the adsorption is. If during an adsorption process, energy of the system
considerably decreases, it means the adsorbed state is significantly more stable and
it translates into a reaction with a higher rate.
If a species is not meant to be adsorbed to the graphene layer, it manifests itself
in the geometry optimization process. The energy of the system will find its mini-
mum when the species of interest moves away from the graphene sheet rather than
approaching it and bonding with carbons. This is normally observed with stable
molecules like carbon dioxide for example.
2.2 Calculation Details
Geometry optimization in QE is part of PWscf (Plane-Wave Self-Consistent Field)
package which can perform, among other things, ground-state energy, atomic forces,
geometry optimization and molecular dynamics calculations. Regarding K-points,
calculations were performed on the gamma point which approximately lowers the cpu
and memory requirements by half [2]. This is justifiable due to the relatively large
sized supercells considered. As for pseudopotentials (PP), Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) was employed which has shown to be suitable for similar calculations [46].
Cut-off energy values were chosen based on the suggestions in the pseudopotentials
for each atom. Maximum of suggested values among the atoms were employed. In
most cases the value of kinetic energy cutoff for charge density (ecutwfc in the context
of quantum-espresso) was set to 47 Rydbergs and kinetic cutoff energy for the exact
exchange operator (ecutrho) was set to 326 Rydbergs. A sample input file for running
a geometry optimization can be found in Appendix A.
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2.3 Stable Adsorbed Configurations of Oxygen on the Basal
Plane
Here, adsorption of oxygen in the atomic form as well as molecular form will be
explained in details. Due to the repetitive nature of the rest of the cases, they are
presented in the appendices.
2.3.1 Atomic Oxygen
Adsorption of atomic oxygen is of special importance as it leads to removal of carbon
atoms normally in the form of CO [72],[69]. Moreover, oxygen molecules need less
energy to dissociate compared with nitrogen molecules, so atomic oxygen has more
availability compared with other reactive species. Because of the important role of
oxygen atom adsorption, it is studied in more details here. Generally for investigating
the adsorption of atoms, they are placed at a location close to where they would bond
with carbon atoms. Since the most common form of oxygen adsorption is epoxide,
(where an oxygen atom forms two single bonds with two adjacent carbon atoms), as
the first case, in a 6x6 supercell, an atom of oxygen was placed on top of a carbon-
carbon bond at a vertical distance of 1 Angstroms from a perfectly flat graphene
layer. After the geometry optimization was performed, the oxygen atom remained
bonded with the two carbon atoms as expected with a bond length of 1.42 Angstrom.
The initial and final configurations are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: This pictures shows the initial configuration of O-graphene system on the
left and the final optimized configuration on the right. The carbon-oxygen bond
length after the optimization is 1.42 Angstroms.
It is worth noting that after the adsorption, the graphene sheet loses its perfectly
symmetrical structure and due to the imbalance of forces, it no longer retains a
completely flat structure. After bonding with oxygen, it forms a curvature with the
convex side on the adsorbed oxygen atom.
In the next case, oxygen atom was moved 0.5 Angstroms further towards the
pristine graphene sheet and after the optimization, identical results as before were
obtained. The initial and final configurations are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Left: Initial configuration of O-graphene system is shown where the oxygen
atom is placed at a distance of 0.5 Angstroms from the graphene layer. Right: The
final optimized configuration is shown. The carbon-oxygen bond length after the
optimization is 1.42 Angstroms.
Next, in order to examine the robustness of oxygen adsorption in form of an
epoxide, the initial location of oxygen atom was perturbed. The initial location was
chosen to be at the center of one of the hexagons and at a vertical distance of 1
Angstroms from the graphene layer. It was noticed that the attraction forces bring
the oxygen atom down to form an epoxide with the graphene layer as before. This
process is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Left: initial configuration of O-graphene system. The oxygen atom is
placed at a distance of 1 Angstroms from the graphene layer. Right: The final
optimized configuration. The carbon-oxygen bond length after the optimization is
1.42 Angstroms. Top and bottom panels only differ in the view angles.
In all the described cases, oxygen tends to form an epoxide with two carbon atoms.
This a significantly stable configuration that even when the initial guess is relatively
far from the final stable state, still the geometry optimization converges to an epoxide
configuration. An example of that is the case depicted in Fig. 7. However, it was
found that there exists a stable adsorbed state where an atom of oxygen only bonds
with one of the carbon atoms. This adsorbed state is very weakly stable though.
Geometry optimization process only converges to this state when the initial guess is
reasonably close to the final stable configuration and there is a perfect symmetry in
the system. Any asymmetry in the coordinates will lead to fomation of an epoxide
rather than an on top adrobed state. This adsorbed state is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig.
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9. This state is very unlikely to exist due to a very small energy barrier required for
it to transform into an epoxide state. This transformation will be discussed more in
the next chapter.
Figure 8: Left: initial atoms coordinates where oxygen is at 1 Angstroms distance
from the graphene plane. Right: After geometry optimization, oxygen is adsorbed on
top of a carbon with a bond length of 1.41 Angstroms.
Figure 9: Left: initial atoms coordinates where oxygen is at 0.5 Angstroms distance
from the graphene plane. Right: After geometry optimization, oxygen is adsorbed on
top of a carbon with a bond length of 1.42 Angstroms.
2.3.2 Molecular Oxygen Adsorption
Adsorption of molecular oxygen is shown to be possible but it depends on the orien-
tation of O2 as it approaches the graphene layer. It is observed that if a molecule of
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oxygen is placed parallel to the graphene layer where each oxygen atom is on top of a
carbon atom, an adsorption is possible as seen in Fig. 10. However, if the axis of O2
atom (the line connecting two oxygen atoms) is perpendicular to the graphene layer,
it will be repelled from it. Initial and final configurations are shown in Fig. 11.
Figure 10: Adsorption of two atomic oxygen on two adjacent carbon atoms in on-
top positions. On the left, the initial configuration is shown where the distance
between oxygen atoms and graphene is 1 Angstroms. On the right, the final stable
configuration is shown where the O-C bond length is 1.54 Angstroms and the O-O
bond length is 1.52 Angstroms.
Figure 11: Left: initially a molecule of oxygen is placed near the graphene plane
with the axis of O2 perpendicular to the plane and vertically on the midpoint of the
nearby C-C bond. Right: Forces generated in the initial configuration repels the
oxygen molecule away from the graphene plane.
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2.4 Concluding Remarks
Here, some representative cases involving oxygen were presented and discussed. The
rest of the cases are available in Appendix A. In most cases the initial proposed
configuration and the final optimized configurations are shown. In cases that did not
result in an adsorbed state, multiple initial configuration were investigated to examine
the sensitivity of that case to the initial guessed configuration. Two cases that were
shown to be sensitive to the initial guess were adsorption of molecular nitrogen (two
nitrogen atoms adsorbed on two opposite C-C bonds in a cycle) and adsorption of
atomic oxygen in the on-top configuration (where the oxygen atom is bonded with
one carbon atom as opposed to two carbon atoms in the epoxide form).
Some stable molecules like CO2, CO and H2O were shown to not adsorb on the
basal plane. For those non-adsorbing cases, multiple initial orientations with respect
to the graphene plane were investigated.
The stable adsorbed states, found in this chapter are the ingredients for the next




There are also a large body of work in which the focus is a detailed investigation
of only a portion of chemistry. For example, works of Hayes and Sendt [86],[87]
and Larciprette [46] are of this nature. In [85] and [84], chemisorption of O2 on an
armchair-type edge and zigzag-type edge of graphene was investigated respectively.
DFT calculations were performed in order to obtain energy barriers in the steps
leading to adsorption of molecular oxygen onto armchair and zigzag free edges. It was
found that adsorption on either sites is exothermic. They reported an energy barrier
of 18 kJ.mol−1 for adsorption on an armchair site while adsorption on a zigzag site was
reported barrierless. In [46], ab-initio study of oxygen desorption from graphene-oxide
(GO) revealed that desorption of oxygen from the basal plane may result in creating a
defect in the basal plane. they showed that at low oxygen coverage, adsorbed oxygen
atoms in the form of epoxy can diffuse on the basal plane, cluster and eventually
desorb in the form of O2. Minimum energy path analyses were performed and showed
that diffusion on the basal plane is not barrier-less, however, as epoxy groups diffuse
on the basal plane towards each other, the energy of the system is lowered, thus a
more stable configuration is created.
Sendt and Haynes [86] used density functional theory to investigate the chemisorp-
tion of molecular oxygen on armchair and zigzag edges of carbon chars with the final
goal of obtaining reaction rates. They considered mutiple cenarios where the edge is
free or preoccupied with neighboring oxygen atoms. As the model molecule, similar
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to this work, they used a fragment of graphene with all edges except one passivated
by hydrogen atoms. Montaya et.al. [60], in the context of gasification of char, did
DFT studies to understand the desorption of CO. They found that a range of 31 to
49 kcal/mole is possible for activation energy. The variation depends on the type of
active edges and other factors but not sensitive to the model molecule size.
3.1 Reaction Rates and Minimum Energy Path
Generally speaking in any reaction between two stable configurations there is a path of
energy variation. If we formulate system’s energy as a function of atoms coordinates,
a scalar function will be obtained on which there are local minima representing those
stable structures. In order for a system to move from one stable configuration to
another, there are infinite possible ways the change in the structure of the system
can happen but there is one path that requires the least amount of energy for the
reaction to happen. An example discussed in [91] is the atomic diffusion of an Ag
atom on a copper crystal surface. Assuming a flat surface of copper crystal, an atom
of silver can be placed on any set of x and y coordinates on this surface. This atomic
structure is shown in Figure 12.
By evaluating the energy of the system as a function of the location of the Ag
atom, (x, y), an energy surface is obtained. Such energy surface is shown in Figure 13.
There are three key configurations of the Ag-Cu system that represent zero gradient
points on the energy surface. The Ag-Cu system attains its lowest energy when the
Ag atom is located in the hollow positions. The central question is, what is the rate
of hopping of Ag atom from one local minimum (A) to the nearest local minimum
(B). Generally, the Ag atom can take any path between A and B. However, the path
that requires the least amount of energy is of great importance. The variation in the
energy of the system as an atom of Ag moves from one local minimum to another
taking the minimum energy path is shown in the right panel of Figure 13.
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Figure 12: An atom of silver adsorbed on copper crystal surface. Three configurations
shown in the picture represent local minima (hollow), saddle points (bridge) and local
maxima (on top) on the energy surface, reprinted from [91] with permission from John
Wiley & Sons.
Figure 13: Left: The surface representing the energy of the Ag-Cu system as a
function of the coordinates of the Ag atom. Right: Variation in the energy of the
system as an atom of Ag moves from one local minimum to a nearby minimum through
the minimum energy path, reprinted from [91] with permission from John Wiley &
Sons.
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The configuration of the system associated with the peak of energy in the minimum
energy path is the transition state of the system. It is proved in the transition state
theory that the rate of the reaction described above (hopping from A to B) can be
found based on the idea that the rate of the reaction is determined by two factors,
first, the thermal energy of the atoms, which is directly related to temperature, and







where ∆E, activation energy, is the difference in the energy of state A and the tran-
sition state, kB is the Boltzman constant and T is the temperature. In the prefactor,
νi are the vibrational frequencies of the system associated with the minimum energy
configuration and ν†j are those associated with the transition state. Examining the
rate equation, it can be shown that the dependence of rate on temperature is much
stronger than the vibrational frequency. Thus, a reasonable estimate for the prefactor
is 1012 - 1013 because the typical time scale of the vibration of atoms is 0.1-1 pico
seconds. So, the efforts should mainly revolve around finding the activation energy.
3.1.1 Finding the Transition State
Now, the problem is reduced to finding the activation energy and vibrational fre-
quencies. The prerequisite of that, however, is to first find the transition state con-
figuration. While DFT calculation is a viable tool for finding local minimum energy
configurations, it fails to find an atomic configuration associated with a saddle point
in the energy function. To solve this issue other techniques have been proposed. A
widely used method is Nudged Elastic Band or NEB [37] which is based on an ear-
lier method called Chain-of-States or Elastic Band (EB) method. The basic idea
behind the elastic band method is that first a number of intermediate configurations
(or images) between the two minimum energy configurations, as the reactant and
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Figure 14: Schematic of NEB method: The minimum energy path between two local
minima are found by starting from a set of initial guessed configurations and gradually
adjusting the atomic coordinates using NEB method. Illastration is adapted from [1].
the product, are constructed that are connected to each other by imaginary elastic
bands. Then, an objective function is defined and assigned to the set of images. This
function sums the chemical potential energy of the system and the potential energy of
the elongated elastic bands. The goal would be to minimize this function by changing
the atomic coordinates of the intermediate images. An illustration of this method is
shown in Fig. 14.
Due to some shortcomings of the original elastic band method [91], the nudged
elastic band was developed. The theoretical difference between the two methods is
that in the NEB method, forces perpendicular to the path are also considered. As
discussed by Marschall and McLean [57], reactions involved in a surface chemistry
model can be categorized into five groups. The expression for evaluating their rates are
different. The simplest form is that described by Equation 1, However, an important
common aspect of all these reaction types is their activation energy. So, in what
comes next, we will perform minimum energy path analysis on reactions between
geometrically optimized configurations to find the activation energies.
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3.2 Calculation Details
NEB calculations are performed within the NEB.X module of Quantum ESPRESSO
package. Two sets of atomic coordinates need to be provided as the input data.
These will be considered as the first image and the last image respectively. The
input data are largely similar to those of geometry optimization cases. For example
definition of supercells and cutoff energy values are exactly the same as before. For
NEB calculations, as before, PBE pseudopotentials are employed.
As for NEB specific input data, the number of images were normally chosen between 8
to 20. These would include the first and last images. There are multiple optimization
schemes available to choose from. In all the calculations Broyden method was used.
Values of 0.2 and 0.3 were chosen for the minimum and maximum spring constants.
A sample input file is provided in Appendix B.
3.3 Results
Here, a representative portion of the results are presented and discussed. The rest of
the results, due to the repetitive nature, are placed in Appendix B.
These results are categorized based on the type of reactions. First, atomic ad-
sorption reactions are discussed. These reactions are normally barrierless due to high
reactivity of radicals and are key steps that initiate the surface chemistry [2011-
McLean]. Abundance of N2 and O2 in atmospheric conditions and high temperatures
associate with hypersonic flights give rise to the availability of atomic oxygen and
nitrogen.
Other than atomic adsorption, molecular adsorption will be discussed. In these reac-
tions a stable molecule of gas, O2 for example, first dissociates into atomic radicals
and then adsorbs on the basal plane. The dissociation portion of this reaction re-
quires some energy, this is endothermic and determines the activation energy for the
reaction whereas the atomic adsorption is exothermic.
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The other class of reactions is diffusion on the basal plane. In this type of reaction an
adsorbed atom, for example an epoxide, moves from one adsorbed state to another
on the basal plane. The importance of this reaction is that the mobility of adsorbed
atoms on the basal plane is understood through the rate of diffusion reactions. Such
reactions are considered in the low coverage limit and in the presence of other ad-
sorbed groups. In the low coverage limit there is no nearby adsorbed atoms on the




Here the case of atomic oxygen adsorption is provided. As with any minimum energy
path calculation, two sets of optimized atomic coordinates are needed as the first im-
age (reactants) and last image (products). In the case of atomic oxygen adsorption,
the reactants are an optimized flat graphene sheet and an atom of oxygen at a ver-
tical distance of 4 Angstroms from the graphene plane. As the product, a geometry
optimized case of an adsorbed oxygen on the graphene sheet bonding with a single
carbon atom is used. A total of 10 intermediate images are generated to represent the
reaction path between the reactants and the product. In Figure 15, 8 out of the 12
images are shown along with the change in the energy of the system as it undergoes
the chemical reaction.
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Figure 15: Atomic adsorption of oxygen as an on-top adsorption state
The adsorption state in Figure 15 is not very stable and with small perturbations,
the oxygen atom will bond with two carbon atoms in the form of an epoxide. The
minimum energy path for adsorption of atomic oxygen as an epoxide is shown in
Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Atomic adsorption of O2 as an epoxide
In the graphs shown in Figures 15 and 16, the potential energy of the graphene-
oxygen system is plotted. Assigning the zero value of energy to the reactants, one can
compare the final energy values between the two cases to realize that adsorption as
an epoxide is significantly more stable (with lower final potential energy) as opposed
to an adsorbed state where oxygen is bonded with a single carbon atom.
Another case of adsorption is on the free edge. To replicate a free edge, a half
empty supercell of size 10x10 was employed. An atomic oxygen was initially placed
at a vertical distance of approximately 7 angstroms from the graphene plane. A
geometry optimization calculation was performed to have the stable configuration of
oxygen adsorbed on the free edge. Another optimiztion was performed to find the
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Figure 17: Atomic oxygen adsorption on the free edge of graphene. The relative
change in the potential energy of the system is shown in the lower panel. Four out of
six steps in adsorption of oxygen is shown in the upper panel.
optimized coordinates of the half graphene sheet. With the initial and final images
ready, an NEB calculation with 6 images, shown in Figure 17 was performed. It was
found the the change in the energy of the system during the adsorption process was
8.6 e.V. which is significantly more than the case of atomic oxygen adsorption on the
basal plane.
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3.4.2 Molecular Dissociative Adsorption
Next, dissociative adsorption of molecular oxygen is considered. In this case, molecule
of O2 first dissociates into two atoms of oxygen and then adsorbs to the graphene layer
as two epoxides. Energy variation and atomic configurations are shown in Figure 18.
The activation energy in this case is not zero and corresponds to the energy required
to dissociate the oxygen atoms. This is a key piece of information as it dictates the
dependence of the rate of this reaction with temperature.
3.5 Diffusion Reactions
3.5.1 Diffusion of Single Atoms
Diffusion is among the most fundamental elementary reactions as it represents the
mobility of adsorbed atoms on the graphene. Similar to the example of Ag-Cu system
above, where an atom of Ag could move from one minimum energy configuration to
another at a given rate, adsorbed atoms on graphene can hop from site to site. We
begin by considering an adsorbed atom of oxygen on the basal plane. As discussed in
the previous chapter, an atomic oxygen adsorbs in the form of an epoxide, bonding
with two carbon atoms. We ran NEB calculations to investigate the energy involved
in an epoxide moving to an adjacent location.
This process is shown in Fig. 19. There is an activation energy of around 0.4
e.V. for this reaction. As for the transition state, at first sight, the middle image is
recognized as the transition state, however, upon further investigation and performing
a more refined NEB calculation, it appears that the configuration where oxygen is
placed on top of the carbon atom is an intermediate stable structure. This observation
is in agreement with those in the previous chapter that adsorption was detected in two
forms, epoxide and on-top adsorption. The former was significantly more favorable
than on-top adsorption. Hence, the real transition state is somewhere before the
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Figure 18: Dissociative adsorption of O2
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middle image in the NEB calculation. Before and after the middle image there are
minor relative maxima in the potential energy. The very small activation energy to
move from the the on-top adsorbed state to the epoxide state proves that the on-top
configuration is unlikely to exist.




































Figure 19: Diffusion of a single atom of oxygen on the basal plane. The graph
represents the variation of energy on the minimum energy path between the first and
last configurations. Among the NEB images, the middle image represents an on-top
adsorption state. The transition state is close to the on-top adsorption state. This
figure also justifies the weakly stable configuration of on-top adsorption.
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Diffusion of an epoxide can also be considered as an epoxide moves from a C-C
bond to the C-C bond across from the cycle. This case is shown in Figure 20. Note
that the activation energy needed for this transformation is significantly larger (2.6
e.V.) compared with the previous case.

























Figure 20: Diffusion of an epoxide across a cycle.
3.5.2 Diffusion of Single Atoms in Presence of Nearby Adatoms
In order to understand the effect of presence of adsorbed atoms on the diffusion of
other atoms on the basal plane, a series of NEB calculations were performed. In
the representative example shown below in Figure 21, diffusion of an atom of oxygen
in the presence of a nitrogen atom adsorbed on the same cycle was investigated.
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Comparison of this case with the case shown in Figure 19 reveals the effect of presence
of the nitrogen atom.

































Figure 21: Oxygen diffusion in presence of a static nitrogen adatom.
It is insightful to know a system’s energy variation as an adsorbed atom moves
changes its location relative to another adsorbed atom. For example, when an atom of
nitrogen is adsorbed on the graphene plane and another nitrogen atom moves around.
This scenario is depicted in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Variations in the energy of a system comprising graphene and two epoxides.
Keeping one of the epoxides stationary and the other doffusing on the graphene
sheet, change in the energy and in the activation energy of the diffusion reaction are
illustrated.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
Minimum energy path analysis of many elementary reactions were studied in this
chapter with a focus on oxygen and nitrogen due to their higher availability and
importance in the surface chemistry of graphene. Adsorption reactions key steps in
initiating the chemistry, thus they were studied in great details here. It was shown
that atomic adsorption are usually barrierless reactions due to high reactivity of
the radicals. Another key step in the overal chemistry of graphene is the diffusion
reaction. The rate of diffusion reactions determines the mobility of adsorbed species.
The emphasis here has been mainly on the basal plane reactions. However, it must
be noted that defects and free edges are more active chemically. An example of that
would be adsorption of atomic oxygen on a graphene free edge versus basal plane.
The change in the potential energy of the system is significantly larger in the case
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of adsorption on the free edge. Hence, the next extension to this work must be the
investigation of stable configurations and elementary reactions on the free edges and
on defect sites.
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OH* in Freely Propagating
Hydrogen Flames
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4 Introduction on Chemiluminescence
4.1 Background
Light, and more generally electromagnetic radiation emission, is one of the most
conspicuous properties of flames, exploited since the early days of combustion research
to investigate flames properties. The radiation, which has a broad spectrum including
UV, visible and IR bands, is due to transitions between internal energy states of the
excited species participating in the combustion process. These excited states can
be artificially obtained by external means as in Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF),
commonly used to study the distribution of the concentration of ground species ([30,
31, 43, 58, 59, 11, 10, 9]). However, excited states also result naturally in flames
due to the chemical reactions themselves, a phenomenon generically referred to as
chemiluminescence (see [18] for a broad perspective beyond combustion).
Species like OH, CH, C2 and CO2 have energy levels accessible in typical flames
temperatures, with well-known emission spectra[63, 64, 78], which are actually used
as chemiluminescent species. Some popular spectral lines often used in chemilumi-
nescence studies are, in decreasing order of intensity, the 310nm, 280nm and 260nm
lines associated with excited OH; also 430.5nm from CH and 515.9nm from C2 are
often used [62].
Chemiluminescence started to be extensively used as a nonintrusive diagnostic
technique after the pioneering works of, among others, Kaskan [38, 73] and Gaydon
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[19] in the 1950s. After them, the more common use of chemiluminescent radiation
has been as a qualitative marker of chemical activity[74, 55, 42, 41, 27]. However,
recently a more quantitative approach has been used. Generally, the goal is to probe,
out from the intensity of the chemiluminescent signals, flame properties such as the
equivalence ratio, the rate of fuel consumption, the rate of heat release or the strain
rate, both in steady[68, 102, 50], as well as in unsteady flames[3, 51, 97, 36].
The common procedure is to first use well-controlled flames to try to empirically
correlate the intensity of the chemiluminescence radiation with some global properties
of the flame. These correlations are typically obtained experimentally[32, 101]. Once
these correlations are available, they can then be used to probe those same flame
properties out from measurements of the radiation intensity. For instance, it has
been concluded that chemiluminescence emissions correlate well with the rate of heat
release in steady flames[47, 65]. However, there is still controversy about the reliability
of the correlation in unsteady conditions[35, 13, 48, 77, 3, 61], or in near-extinction
conditions.
An example of such work can be found in [101]. They discuss the capability of
OH*, CH*, CO2* and C2* chemiluminescence signal intensities as markers of heat
release rates and equivalence ratios in counter-flow configuration of methane flames.
The effect of varying strain rate -a measure of the strength of the collision of two
counter flowing streams- has also been taken into account. The reasoning provided for
the correlation between chemiluminescent intensity and equivalence ratio for example
is merely based on observation. It was suggested that the ratio of chemiluminescence
intensities of OH*/CH* is a good indicator of equivalence ratio because: first, it shows
a monotonic decrease as equivalence ratio increases in the range of 0.7 < φ < 1.3 and
second: changing strain rate does not affect the ratio of chemiluminescence intensities.
This is seen in Fig. 23.
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Figure 23: left: Dependence of [OH*]/[CH*] on equivalence ratio (φ); right: depen-
dence of [OH*]/[CH*] on strain rate, reprinted from [32], Copyright (2004) with per-
mission from Elsevier. These graphs show an example of how empirical correlations
relating chemilumiescence signals to macroscopic properties of flames are derived.
Such approaches, while useful in specific applications, have significant shortcom-
ings. They provide little insight and are strictly application-specific. Our goal is to
find a way to better realize how signal strength is related to the chemistry of the com-
bustion process and what the underlying mechanisms are that cause certain behaviors
in given conditions. Using available chemical mechanisms, simulation tools and sev-
eral approximation methods, explained later, it will be shown that excited species can
be traced back to more abundant species in order to understand what factors give rise
to the level of concentration of excited species and subsequently chemiluminescence
signals originating from them.
Kinetic mechanisms are of special importance in this work. Despite the relatively
recent availability of the kinetic mechanisms for OH∗, CH∗ and CO∗2 [28, 29, 39, 68],
fundamental questions about the kinetics and their spatial distribution in the flame
still remain. For instance, CH∗ in hydrocarbon flames is well known to be narrowly
distributed and to peak at the fuel consumption layer[61] so it is often used as a
qualitative marker of the fuel consumption layer location[53]. OH∗, on the other
hand, can be widely distributed well down into the high temperature region of the
flame [94, 40, 4, 16]. However, a theoretical explanation of these differences is not
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available in the literature.
In order to address some of these questions in the specific case of OH*, we have
theoretically analyzed its kinetics and spatial distribution in the case of steady freely
propagating planar flames of H2-O2-N2. The main outcome from this approach is the
relationship between the concentration of OH* and ground state species concentra-
tions in the flame. This facilitates access to a more systematic approach to finding the
relationship between the OH* chemiluminescent signal intensity and flame properties.
4.2 Case Studies and the Governing Equations
In complex flames, for example turbulent flames, there are many variables that makes
it challenging to model the flame. So, it is impractical to do a chemiluminescence
analysis on top of an already complex flow regime. In order to study the distribution
profiles of OH*, first we need to consider an ideal flame as a basis for the study.
Ideal flames are combustion configurations with controlled boundary conditions thus
the flow motion associated with them are simple enough that can be analytically
described. They can be obtained in laboratory setups which makes them a viable
option for performing experimental and numerical tests for comparison. Another
advantage of the ideal flames is that the mathematical models can be combined to
represent a more complex type of flame.
There are several ideal flames with known governing equations. Here we have
chosen freely propagating planar flame. In this configuration unburnt mixture of fuel
and oxidizer enter the domain from one side at a velocity exactly equal to flame speed.
As a result, the flat flame which is naturally moving toward the unburnt mixture at
a speed equal to flame speed is seen to be stationary. Burnt gases whose temperature
approaches that of adiabatic temperature in the post-flame region exit the other end
of the domain. In the middle, there is the flat flame where temperature significantly
increases to a level near the final adiabatic flame temperature and all the elementary
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reactions take place (Fig. 24, left). Another flame configuration which is very similar
to the one just described is burner-stabilized flame. The governing equations are the
same as those in freely propagating planar flame. Boundary conditions on the other
hand are different. In a burner stabilized flame, there is some heat dissipated to
the burner side which makes flame stabilize. Another difference between these two
is that inlet mass flux has to be specified in a burner stabilized flame but in freely
propagating planar flames, inlet mass flux is a fixed value that needs to be determined








Figure 24: Schematic view of 1-D planar flames. left: freely propagating flame, right:
burner stabilized flame.
Freely propagating planar flame and burner stabilized flames have identical gov-
erning equations as described below. The only difference between them is their bound-

















































hkω̇kWk = 0 (2e)
The first equation is the equation of state. ρ is the density of the mixture which is
a function of location. p is pressure, W̄ is the mean molecular weight of the mixture,
R is the universal gas constant and T is temperature. The second equation is the mass
continuity which simplifies to the form shown above. u is the axial velocity of the flow
which is a function of location and z (or x in the coming equations and figures) is the
location. The third equation is momentum equation in the axial direction (z or x). µ
in this equation is the average viscosity of the mixture. The fourth equation, species
mass continuity, is a general form for a set of k equation where k is the number of
species in the mixture. In this equation, for a given species, the three terms represent,
respectively from left to right, convective mass transfer rate, diffusive mass transfer
rate and chemical production or consumption rate. Y in this equation is the mass
fraction of species i. j is diffusive mass flux of species i with respect to the bulk
motion of the flow. ω̇ is the net production rate (chemical production rate minus
chemical consumption rate) of species i and W is the molecular weight of species i.
Finally, the last equation is the balance of thermal energy. Terms in this equation,
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respectively from left to right, represent convective heat transfer due to the bulk
motion of the flow (first term) and due to diffusive flow (second term). The third
term represents conductive heat transfer in the axial direction, in which λ is the
average thermal conductivity of the mixture which is a function of location. The last
term represents the chemical heat release or chemical heat absorption rates. In this
term hi is the enthalpy of formation of the ith species.
4.2.1 Simplification of the Governing Equations
Variation of pressure in this problem is negligible compared with the absolute value
of pressure (∆p/p  1). So, it is reasonable to assume that pressure has a constant
value everywhere. This can be explained with an order-of-magnitude analysis. It can
be shown that ∆p/p ∝ M2 where M is the Mach number. Characteristic velocity
in a combustion problem is the flame speed which is typically around 1 (m/s). This
results in Mach numbers in the order of 10−3 which proves the claim of negligible
change in pressure. Thus even though axial momentum can be solved at any point
to find the pressure, due to negligible pressure gradients, it is assumed that pressure
is constant in the domain and axial momentum equation is eliminated. Furthermore
mass continuity equation results in ρu = constant = ṁ′′ which is used to determine































hkω̇kWk = 0 (3c)
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we have considered freely propagating flames of H2 and a mixture of O2-N2. In the
cases considered, the ratio of N2/O2 ranges between zero to 5. We have used the open-
source software Cantera [24] to study numerically the structure of the distribution
of OH*, in steady, one-dimensional, adiabatic premixed flames of H2-O2-N2, with
various degrees of dilution with N2. Transport properties were evaluated using either
the mixture-averaged or multi-component transport model[12].
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5 Methods and Calculations
5.1 Steady State Approximation
The main technique used in this paper to analyze the structure of the OH∗ distribution
in the flame is the steady-state approximation. This is a well-known methodology
with a long tradition in chemistry and in combustion [71, 95, 66], dating back to
Bodenstein [5] and Semenov [83] (see [96] for a historical account). Its application to
study hydrogen flames has been recently reviewed in [80]. However, for convenience,
we briefly discuss it here in order to make explicit some quantitative aspects that will
be used later in the discussion.
This approximation applies to species that are produced and consumed by chem-
ical reactions with characteristic time scales much faster than those associated with
their spatial transport due to convection or diffusion. As a result, their spatial dis-
tribution in the flame is given, in the first approximation, by the balance between
the local chemical production and consumption with negligible transport effects. For
instance, using the Fick’s law approximation for the species diffusive fluxes, the mass
















where Di is the effective diffusion coefficient of species i in the mixture, ṁL = ρuUL is
the mass flux consumed by the flame, written in terms of the fresh mixture density ρu
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and of the laminar flame velocity UL relative to the upstream fresh mixture velocity.
Ṙ′′′Prod,i and Ṙ′′′Cons,i stand for molar production and consumption rates of species i, of
molecular mass Mi.
The steady-state approximation applies when both of the terms Ṙ′′′Prod,i and Ṙ′′′Cons,i
on the right hand side of Eq. (4) are much larger than the transport terms on the left




must still be of the order of magnitude of the dominant transport term, it follows
that they must balance in the first approximation. Thus, for species in steady-state,
instead of Eq. (4), one can consider the first approximation:
Ṙ′′′Prod,i ≈ Ṙ′′′Cons,i (5)
A measure of the accuracy of the steady-state approximation for species Xi can





which is the difference between the production and consumption rates relative to the
actual net consumption rate. If the approximation is good, then the net production
and consumption rates are approximately equal and it is just a matter of convenience
which one is used as normalizing factor in the denominator of Eq. (6). The distri-
bution of this ratio ∆SS in the case of OH
∗ is plotted for several representative cases
of H2-air flames in Figure 25, which clearly shows that ∆SS(OH
∗) is at most of the
order of 10−2 everywhere in the flame, and so OH∗ is in steady state within a good
degree of accuracy.
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Figure 25: Top: OH∗ profile in three lean, stoichiometric and rich flames. Bottom:
Distributions of the relative errors ∆SS(OH
∗), defined in Eq. (14), due to the steady
state (SS) approximation for OH∗. The two vertical asymptotes exhibited by these
distributions correspond to zero-crossings, which become infinite in this logarithmic
scale.
5.2 Partial Equilibrium Approximation
Unlike steady state assumption that applies to a certain species, partial equilibrium
assumption applies to a certain reaction. If there is a situation where the forward rate
of a reaction is close to its reverse rate, a balance between the forward and reverse
rates can be assumed that will lead to a relationships between the concentration of




 1 and forward rate−reverse rate
reverse rate
 1
Using the definition of reaction rates, partial equilibrium approximation is expressed










where kf and kr are forward and reverse rate constants respectively; cis are concen-
tration values of reactants or products and νs are stoichiometric coefficients in the
reaction. For example, in the hypothetical reaction of 2A + 3B = C + 2D, partial
equilibrium approximation is written as
kf [A]
2[B]3 ≈ kr[C]1[D]2
Similar to steady state approximation, partial equilibrium approximation is valid
on a local basis due to the strong dependence of reaction rates on temperature and
species concentrations that can have sharp variations in the reaction layer [49].
5.3 Calculation Details
5.3.1 Flame Simulations
In order to solve the governing equations described above, Cantera software package
was used [24]. For any flame, two sets of input information need to be provided to the
software. One input file contains all the information related to species and chemical
reactions between them. As for species, thermodynamic and transport properties are
required which are in the form of coefficients of standard NASA polynomials that
can be used to construct, among other things, specific heat capacity as a function
of temperature. Transport properties information are also stored in this file. It also
contains a list of all the reactions as well as coefficients needed to evaluate rates of
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those reactions at any given temperature.
The net production rate of species (ωi) is calculated as the sum of reaction rates
producing a given species minus the sum of reaction rates consuming that species.
Forward reaction rate for a hypothetical elementary reaction aP + bQ→ R is deter-
mined by the following equation.
forward reaction rate = K[P]a[Q]b (8)
where [P] is the concentration of the reactant P and K is the forward reaction rate
constant. In the reaction mechanisms used in this work, most reactions have reaction
rate constants, K, obtained by the modified Arrhenius relationship as follows.
K = AT ne
−Ea
RT (9)
where A, n and Ea are rate constants specific to any given reaction. In this equation
Ea is the activation energy, T is the temperature and R is the universal gas constant.
The second input file contains instructions needed to be provided to Cantera
for defining a specific problem. For example flame type, constants involved in the
problem like the pressure, temperature and composition of the unburnt mixture are
among the input values. Also, simulation control parameters like mesh refinement
criteria, initial grid definition, tolerances, definition of objects representing the gas
phase and flame and directions for output information are specified.
One of the requirements for solving the governing equations is the transport prop-
erties. Thermal conductivity (λ) and viscosity (ν) are two values needed here. They
are both dependent on the composition of the mixture and temperature. Cantera
provides two methods of evaluating transport properties, namely, multi-component
transport model and mixture averaged transport model. Details of these models can
be found in [12]. In our calculations we used the mixture-averaged transport model
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because no discernible were noticed between the two for the purpose of this work.
Another input value is the width of the domain. This was chosen to be 0.03 (m) in
most cases considered here. It is important to choose a width large enough that the
results will have zero gradients near the two ends of the domain. This is consistent
with the assumptions of freely propagating flames that requires gradients to vanish
far from the reaction pool. At lower pressures a wider domain is needed as the flame
broadens in that condition.
For reference, a sample input file is presented in Appendix C.
5.3.2 Chemical Mechanisms
The oxidation of H2 was modeled with the detailed GRI-Mech3.0. mechanism with
53 species and 325 reactions [93] and all the results presented here are based on that.
However, the mechanism proposed by Konnov[44], which comprises 10 species and 33
reversible reactions, and the detailed San Diego mechanism[99] with 57 species and
268 reactions were also considered. The three mechanisms led to similar results of
the macroscopic aspects of flame, namely, flame speed, temperature distribution, etc.
More sensitive variables, e.g. radicals distributions were also in agreement within an
acceptable range of uncertainty. Therefore the analysis drawn here is expected to be
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insensitive to the choice of chemical scheme for the host flame.
Table 1: OH∗ kinetic sub-mechanism [40]
No. Elementary Reaction A (cm, mole, s, K) n E (kJ.mole−1)
P H + O + M ↔ OH∗ + M 1.50E+13 0.0 25.0
CH2O OH
∗ + H2O ↔ OH + H2O 5.93E+12 0.5 -3.6
CO2 OH
∗ + O2 ↔ OH + O2 2.10E+12 0.5 -2.0
CH2 OH
∗ + H2 ↔ OH + H2 2.95E+12 0.5 -1.9
CN2 OH
∗ + N2 ↔ OH + N2 1.08E+11 0.5 -5.2
COH OH
∗ + OH ↔ OH + OH 6.01E+12 0.5 -3.2
CH OH
∗ + H ↔ OH + H 1.31E+12 0.5 -0.7
Ce OH
∗ ↔ OH + hν 1.45E+06 0.0 0.0
M = [H2] + 6.5[H2O] + 0.4[O2] + 0.4[N2] + 0.35[Ar]
The kinetics of excited OH was modeled with the mechanism listed in Table
1 derived by Kathrotia [39, 40]. The complete mechanism was designed for both
H2 and CH4 flames, and therefore it includes carbon-containing species. However,
those reactions are inactive in pure H2 flames, and therefore have been removed from
the OH∗ mechanism. This mechanism was appended to the H2 kinetic mechanisms
without any modification. This is well justified since, as shown in Figures 26 and 27,
the mass fractions of OH* are many orders of magnitude smaller than any of the H2
host flame ground species entering in the OH∗ submechanism such as H2O, O2, O,
H or OH. As a consequence, the relative change in their concentrations due to these
added reactions is negligible, and therefore the host flame is not perturbed by the
added OH∗ reactions. This can actually be easily verified by simply checking that
the results for the distributions of the ground species obtained with or without OH∗
submechanism reactions are minimally affected and almost identical.
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Figure 26: The temperature and mass fractions distributions in a lean (φ = 0.5)
H2-Air flame calculated with the GRI 3.0/Kathrotia mechanism. It clearly shows
that the OH∗ concentration is around 8 orders of magnitude smaller than those of
the main flame species. The origin in this plot has chosen as the location where
the net production rate of HO2 attains its maximum. We use this reference because
this distribution consistently peaks in the fuel consumption layer regardless of the
equivalence ratio or dilution degree. All the rest of the spatial distributions shown
hereafter in this paper follow this same convention.
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6 Results and Analysis
All the reactions in Table 1 are reversible, and each of them, just like those of the
host flame, approaches partial equilibrium, with balanced forward and reverse rates
in the high-temperature, chemical-equilibrium tail of the flame. However, we show
below that in the fuel consumption layer (see for instance [70, 89, 6, 52, 98, 80] for
a discussion about the asymptotic flame structure), where the temperature is still
relatively low and the radical pool is building up, the reverse rates of each of the
reactions in Table 1 is much smaller than the corresponding forward rates. As a
result, in this layer, only the forward reactions are significant in the OH∗ kinetics,
and the reverse reactions can be neglected in the first approximation. Consequently,
the first reaction in Table 1 is the only OH∗ production path in this region, and has
been accordingly labeled P. The rest of the reactions are collisional quenching paths
for OH*, having the general form of:
OH∗ + X↔ OH + X (10)
where X acts as an inert energy-exchanging species. These reactions consume OH∗ in
the forward direction, which is the dominant path in the fuel consumption layer, and
have accordingly been labeled as CX, with the subscript X referring to the molecule
quenching OH∗. The last reaction, labelled Ce, represents the spontaneous collision-
less OH∗ quenching with the corresponding electromagnetic radiation. It does not
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involve a partner as the rest of the Ci reactions but is included among these as well.
It represents the spontaneous, collisionless, radiative quenching of OH∗, accounting
therefore for the flame’s chemiluminescence radiation.
Thus, in short, forward rates in the fuel consumption layer are much larger than
the reverse ones due to the relatively low temperatures prevalent in this region, which
makes the probability of excitation by non-reactive collisions very small. However, this
probability, and therefore the corresponding rate, increases dramatically downstream
where the flame temperature grows to its chemical equilibrium value, and partial
equilibrium in these reactions is reached.
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Figure 27: Distribution of the H2 and OH mass fractions on top, and of the OH
∗ mass
fraction on the bottom, for a lean, φ = 0.6, (blue lines), stoichiometric (purple lines)
and rich, φ = 2.0, (orange lines) H2-Air flames calculated with the GRI3.0/Kathrotia
mechanism as the rest of the results in this paper.
6.1 Application of Steady-State Approximation
The steady-state approximation can be used to obtain an analytical expression for
the concentration of OH∗ with relative errors of the order of ∆SS(OH
∗) as we show
in what follows. To do so, one can first notice that all the consumption reactions are
proportional to the concentration of OH∗. As a result, the corresponding molar con-
sumption rates per unit volume Ṙ′′′Cons,OH∗ can be written as Ṙ′′′Cons,OH∗ = [OH
∗] Ω̇Cons.
The factor Ω̇Cons is therefore the inverse of the reaction time, (i.e. the net rate, with
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units s−1) of consumption of OH∗. It accounts for all the reactions consuming OH∗






[O2] + kf,CH [H] + kf,COH [OH] + kf,Ce + kr,P [M]
(11)
where kf,Ci represents the rate coefficient of reaction Ci in the forward direction,
whereas kr,P is the rate constant of the reverse of reaction P. Thus, the distribution





which is an identity if the exact concentration distribution of OH∗ is used.
The steady-state approximation [OH∗]SS for OH
∗ concentration is obtained when









where the subscripts SS refer to the steady-state approximation. Thus, the error
[OH∗]exact − [OH∗]SS of the steady-state approximation can be expressed using the




which shows that the relative deviations are of the order of ∆SS(OH
∗), plotted in
Figure 25.
In addition to the steady-state approximation, the expression for Ω̇Cons can be
further simplified as follows. Its exact expression given by Eq. (11) shows that it has
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two main contributions, namely the forward rates of reactions Ci and the reverse of






[O2] + kf,CH [H] + kf,COH [OH] + kf,Ce
(15)





, where t−1f,Ci = kf,Ci [i] is the inverse of the charac-
teristic reaction time associated with forward direction of reaction Ci. In the particu-
lar case of reaction Ce, which represents the spontaneous collisionless OH
∗ quenching,
the characteristic reaction time is simply tf,Ce = k
−1
f,Ce
. We show below that the re-
action times span a large range of orders of magnitude, so some of them can be
discarded depending on the desired degree of accuracy, and the expression for the
OH∗ concentration significantly simplified.
The steady state for OH* can therefore be written as:
(
Ω̇f,CCons + kr,P [M]
)








so the product Ω̇r,CProd[OH] represents the net molar production rate of OH* due to all
the reverse C reactions, all of them proportional to the concentration of OH.
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Figure 28: The distributions of the forward rates of reactions Ci (solid lines) and the
corresponding reverse rates (dash lines) in the OH∗ kinetic sub-mechanism (Table 1)
in the case of a lean H2-Air flame with φ = 0.6 calculated with GRI3.0/Kathrotia
mechanism. The top thick blue line represents the net OH∗ production rate. The
corresponding net consumption and production rates coincide to the graph resolution
hence indistinguishable. The pink dash-dot line is the forward rate of P, which, as
the rest of the reactions, converges to the corresponding reverse rate (pink solid line).
In the appendix similar graphs for other equivalence ratios are provided which proves
that the same behavior applies essentially to the full flammability range.
6.2 Flame Structure and OH* Distribution
OH∗ being in steady-state everywhere in the flame shows that its distribution is, in
the first approximation, locally determined, i.e. it depends only on the properties
at the specific location, as opposed to the non-local problem, i.e. influenced by the
properties from everywhere in the flame, defined by the elliptical equation (4). This
simplification permits us to write its concentration in terms of only the local values
of the temperature and of the concentrations of ground species, without any non-
local effects due to spatial transport. This relationship is obtained by balancing
the production and consumption rates due to all the reactions involved in the OH∗
mechanism. It is therefore an exact expression for the concentration of OH∗ within the
accuracy of the steady-state approximation, which has relative errors of the order of
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|∆SS(OH∗)| ∼ 10−3. The neglected transport effects enter nevertheless in the following
orders of approximation, introducing modifications to the steady-state profiles of the
order of |∆SS(OH∗)| (see equation (14)).
However, the steady state expression is still complex because, even in the case
of the simple OH∗ kinetics, there are as many as 16 reactions, counting forward
and reverse rates. This does not currently represent any difficulty from the point of
view of the numerical calculations. However, it is worth simplifying the steady state
approximation expression as much as possible in order to uncover the fundamental
mechanism determining OH* concentration. To do so we borrow from studies of
the asymptotic structure of flames([54, 7, 8, 90, 98, 88, 14, 15, 79, 80]), which show
that downstream the pure-transport preheat region, the chemical scaffold of premixed
flames consists of a double-layer structure with a thin fuel consumption layer, and
a much thicker downstream region where chemical equilibrium is slowly reached.
We show below that this structure determines as well that of the OH∗ distribution,
which also features the same two-region structure. Accordingly, the relevant reactions
in each of these two regions, although based on the same kinetic mechanism, are
different.
On the other hand, we will also exploit the fact commonly found in combustion
analyses, that the net rates, either of consumption or of production, are typically the
result of a large number of reactions with characteristic times that often span many
orders of magnitude. In the case of OH∗, the number of reactions is only moderately
large, but nevertheless, their reaction rates spread over more than 5 orders of magni-
tude as Figure 28 shows. We anticipated above in equation (11) that the consumption
rate Ṙ′′′Cons,OH∗ in the fuel consumption layer can be written as Ṙ′′′Cons,OH∗ = [OH
∗] Ω̇Cons,





show below that the characteristic times tf,s associated with each of the reactions Cs
in Table 1 follows this trend and some of them represent only small contributions to
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Ω̇Cons, and can therefore be discarded in the first approximation.
6.3 Reaction Rate Asymptotics
Figure 28 shows the distribution of the forward and reverse reaction rates of all
the reactions of the OH∗ sub-mechanism in the case of a lean hydrogen-air with
an equivalence ratio φ = 0.6. Similar results can be found for the whole range of
equivalence ratios within the flammability limits of H2 premixed flames as shown in
the supplemental material, so the following analyses are generally applicable.
The comparison of the forward (solid lines) and reverse (dashed lines) rates clearly
reveals a two-region structure. First, at the leading edge of the flame, around x = 0,
there is a thin layer characterized by steep gradients, where the forward reaction
rates (solid lines for Ci reactions dash-dot blue line for P) of all the reactions in
Table 1 are several orders of magnitude larger than those of the reverse reactions
(dashed lines). As a consequence, all these reactions can be considered irreversible in
this layer, only proceeding in the forward direction, and the reaction P is therefore
the only production path of OH∗ in this non-equilibrium region, whereas the rest of
reactions Ci consume it. Thus, in this region, in the steady-state approximation, the
production of OH∗ through forward path of reaction P is balanced by its consumption
through the forward paths of all the Ci reactions.
On the other hand, downstream of the fuel consumption layer, in the high-
temperature, long tail of the flame, where the slopes are much smaller, the rates
of the reverse reactions (dashed lines for CX reactions and solid line for P) grow
and eventually balance the forward rates, bringing each of these reactions to partial
equilibrium, and OH∗ to thermodynamic equilibrium with ground OH (see equation
(19b)).
These two regions found in the distribution of the reaction rates are clearly the
counterpart of the underlying asymptotic structure of the host flame. The initial irre-
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versible layer where forward rates are much faster than the reverse ones corresponds
to the thin fuel consumption layer of asymptotic studies; whereas the downstream re-
gion where all the reactions slowly decay to partial equilibrium correspond to thicker
radical recombination region. The asymptotic analyses show in particular that the
different orders of magnitude of the slopes of all the distributions, both of species
and of reaction rates, are a consequence of the much larger length scale of the radical
recombination region than that of the fuel consumption layer, as clearly displayed in
Figure 28.
In the following two sections we show how the distribution of the concentration
of OH∗ can be interpreted based on these two regions found in the distribution of
the reaction rates. Specifically, the different kinetic behavior in each of them can be
used to quantitatively account for the observed spatial distribution of OH∗, which
is studied in detail next. We first consider simple but informative approximations
which reveal the essential controlling ingredients, and then in section 6.6 we find
more accurate, but also more complex solutions.
6.4 Fuel Consumption Layer
Referring back to Figure 28, it can be noticed that in the fuel consumption layer,
the forward rate of reaction P (dash-dot blue line) is closely balanced by the forward
rate of CH2O (solid red line), which is the consumption reaction with the largest
rate, about an order of magnitude larger than the next highest. The rest of the Ci
reactions represent only small contributions, at least in the case of a lean flames as
that shown. Thus, a first approximation, [OH∗]0RL, of the OH
∗ concentration in the








Adding more consumption reactions to the denominator increases the accuracy






as shown below. Figure 29 compares the exact solution (20) with this approximation
(18) showing that it is fairly good in the fuel consumption layer, but, as expected,
diverges from the exact solution downstream toward the equilibrium region. This
Figure shows on the other hand the errors incurred in when only a reduced number
of consumption paths are included in the denominator of (18).
6.5 Downstream Equilibrium Region
Downstream the fuel consumption layer, in the high temperature region of the flame,
OH∗, just like the rest of the species, relaxes to chemical equilibrium, and all the Ci
reactions eventually reach partial equilibrium (i.e. equal forward and reverse rate).
We will use [OH∗]equil. to denote the approximation of the OH
∗ concentration in this
region, which is determined by the kinetic equilibrium condition of any of the Ci
reactions. All of them are thermodynamically equivalent to the reaction:
OH∗ ↔ OH (19a)
with the corresponding equilibrium condition:
[OH∗]equil = [OH]/KOH∗(T) (19b)
where KOH∗(T ) = exp(−∆GOH∗/RT ) is the equilibrium constant, and ∆GOH∗ the
associated variation of the Gibbs energy.
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Figure 29: The top graph shows the comparison between the exact [OH*] (thick
red line) and several approximations considering a reduced number of reactions in
the denominator of Eq. (18). Following the ordering suggested by Figure 28 (from
fastest to slowest in the fuel consumption layer), namely CH2O, CO2 , CN2 , CH2 , COH,
CH, Ce, the numbers (n) indicate how many consumption reactions are taken into
account. The bottom graph describes the error of the above-described approximate
expressions. Similar plots corresponding to other equivalence ratios are provided in
the appendix.
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6.6 Exact Steady-State Approximation
The exact expression within the steady-state approximation, i.e. taking into account
all the reactions in the OH∗ mechanism, results in:
(
Ω̇f,CCons + kr,P [M]
)
[OH∗] = kf,P [O][H][M] + Ω̇
r,C
Prod[OH], (20)
which results from writing the net OH∗ consumption rate on the left hand side, and
the net production rate on the right. The rate Ω̇f,CCons, defined in Eq. (15), namely
Ω̇f,CCons =
∑
i kf,Ci [Xi], represents the time scale of the net consumption rate of OH
∗, in






[H2] + kf,COH [OH] + kf,CH [H] + kf,Ce
(21)
It is thus the net rate Ω̇Cons given in Eq. (11), but without the last term kr,P [M],
which accounts for the OH∗ consumption rate through the reverse step of reaction P.
On the other hand, the factor Ω̇r,CProd =
∑
kr,Ci [Xi] represents the net OH
∗ production
rate, in units s−1, due to the reverse paths of all the C reactions.
Thus, solving for [OH∗] in (20) gives:
[OH∗] =
kf,P [O][H][M]
Ω̇f,CCons + kr,P [M]
+ [OH]
Ω̇r,CProd
Ω̇f,CCons + kr,P [M]
(22)
Furthermore, using the equilibrium constant KOH∗ = kfCi/krCi , common to all






















which measures the relative importance of the OH∗ consumption rate through the
reverse path of reaction P compared to the consumption rate due to the forward












The bottom graph of Figure 30 represents the distribution of δ across the flame
for several representative cases of H2-air flames, showing that δ behaves similarly for
all values of the equivalence ratio: it grows from exponentially small values at the
fresh mixture and through the fuel consumption layer, to values of order 10−3 to 10−2
in the radical-recombination equilibrium downstream region. Thus, the reverse path
of reaction P can definitely be neglected in the fuel consumption layer. It can also
be neglected in the downstream radical recombination region of the flame if relative
errors of order δ ∼ 10−3 are allowed. This behavior could be expected since quenching
of OH∗ through the forward paths of Ci represents just the energy exchange between
OH∗ and some other ground species, without any bond rearrangement. Thus, the
energy barriers for these reactions, as Table 1 shows, is relatively small and the
temperature dependence of the rate is weak. In contrast, the OH∗ quenching through
the reverse of reaction P involves the breakup of the OH bond, which can be expected
to require a significantly larger energy barrier, and therefore to be much less frequent
at low temperatures.
Thus, neglecting the δ factor in (25) leads finally to the following expression for
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Figure 30: The top graph compares the exact distributions (solid lines) of the OH∗
concentration, with, the fuel consumption layer approximation, [OH∗]RL – equation
(18) – (dash lines), and the equilibrium approximation [OH∗]equil, – equation (19b)
(dotted lines). Notice that in the fuel consumption layer [OH∗]equil  [OH∗]RL. The
bottom graph represents the corresponding distributions of the ratio δ (see equation
(24)), clearly showing that it becomes exponentially small in the fuel consumption
layer.








The first term accounts for the kinetically-determined concentration of OH∗ in the
fuel consumption layer. Here, as we show below, the second term is exponentially
small and can be neglected. Thus, as seen above, the concentration of OH∗ in the
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Figure 31: The top graph represents the exact solution, in solid lines, together with
[OH∗]RL (27), the fuel consumption layer approximation in dash lines, and the full
steady-state approximation (26) in dotted lines. On the bottom graph, the corre-
sponding relative errors are plotted.
fuel consumption layer, [OH∗]RL, can be written as:




Figure 31 shows the distribution of the errors incurred in with this approximation.
On the other hand, the second term in the right hand side of (26), [OH∗]equil =
[OH]/KOH∗ , represents thermodynamic equilibrium between the excited and ground
state OH. This equilibrium is asymptotically reached downstream in the radical re-
combination region of the flame, where the first term decays to values much smaller
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than [OH∗]equil. Thus, downstream the reaction layer, one has:
[OH∗] ≈ [OH∗]equil = [OH]/KOH∗(T) (28)
The values of [OH∗]equil are quite sensitive to the final flame temperature due to
the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant KOH∗ . As a result, as will be
shown below, the OH∗ concentration in the downstream equilibrium region is quite
sensitive to the degree of the fuel dilution, which actually determines the final flame
equilibrium temperature.
6.7 Errors
Thus far, three relationships are introduced for OH*. In this section, the goal is to
determine the order of magnitude of errors associated with either of the them.
6.7.1 Global Steady State
[OH*]SS given by (26) is the result of two approximations: i) the steady state approx-
imation that has an error represented by ∆SS(OH
∗), defined in equation (14), and ii)
neglecting the factor δ. The error can thus be written as:
[OH∗]exact = [OH
∗]SS +O (∆SS(OH∗) · [OH∗]exact) +O (δ · [OH∗]SS) (29)
Since [OH*]exact and [OH*]SS have the same order of magnitude, the above equation
is rearranged as follows:
[OH∗]exact − [OH∗]SS
[OH∗]exact
= O (∆SS(OH∗) + δ) (30)
So, the relative error of [OH∗]SS is determined by the two terms on the right hand
side of Eq. 30. Whichever has a larger order of magnitude, determines the error.
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Generally, ∆SS(OH
∗) is dominant in the reaction layer and δ is dominant in the
recombination region. Regarding the maximum values either terms can take, it was
seen, from Figure 25 and 30, that O (δ) and O (∆SS(OH∗)) both have the maximum
order of magnitude of 10−3 in lean, stoichiometric and rich flames. Moreover, various
cases were tested covering a range of pressures and N2 dilutions. It is found that
both ∆SS(OH
∗) and δ are bounded by 10−2 in all the cases considered. The plots are
presented in the appendix.
6.7.2 Fuel Consumption Layer
As shown in Figure 25 for several H2-air flames, the relative errors incurred in by the
Steady-State approximation are of order |∆SS(OH∗)| ∼ 10−3 in the fuel consumption
layer, around x ∼ 0, and decay downstream to even smaller values. On the other hand,
Figure 30 shows that δ is exponentially small in the fuel consumption layer. Here the
second term in (26) is exponentially small due to the temperature dependence of the
equilibrium constant KOH∗ . This can be seen at once from Figure 28, which clearly
shows that the rates of the reverse reactions become orders of magnitude smaller than
the forward rates, therefore making the equilibrium constant KOH∗ = kfi/kri very
large. Thus, in the fuel consumption layer, [OH∗] can be rewritten, up to additional






∗) ∼ 10−3 at most.
6.7.3 Downstream Equilibrium Region
The final equilibrium OH∗ concentration is given by the second term in (26), and one is
tempted to take this as the OH∗ distribution throughout this downstream equilibrium
region. Unfortunately, the fuel consumption layer term [OH∗]RL decays slowly and
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can not be neglected even at relatively large distances from the fuel consumption
layer. This is the reason why Figure 31 only shows the errors associated with the full
approximation (26). On the other hand, comparing Figure 25, (steady-state errors
∆SS(OH
∗)), with Figure 30, ((24)), it is clear that the errors in the downstream










6.7.4 Uncertainties versus Errors
It must be noted here that even though the uncertainties in the chemical schemes
eventually affect the accuracy of the derived approximations, the discussion of error
analysis is still valid because application of steady state or partial equilibrium inher-
ently introduces systematic errors that are inherently different from the uncertainty of
the chemical schemes. Here we have addressed this type of systematic error associated
with the approximations disregarding the uncertainty of the chemical schemes.
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7 Variation Maps and Conclusion
7.1 Dilution, Equivalence Ratio and Pressure Effects
As mentioned above, the final concentration of OH∗ is sensitive to the final flame
temperature, and therefore to the flame dilution. In order to study these effects, it
is convenient to represent the whole OH∗ distribution by means of two characteristic
values: i) the fuel consumption layer peak [OH∗]peakRL (or the corresponding mass
fraction YpeakOH∗,RL), and ii) the final downstream equilibrium concentration [OH
∗]∞equil
(or Y∞OH∗,equil). The first one is not well defined in some cases when the downstream
equilibrium OH∗ concentrations are much higher than those in the fuel consumption
layer. Therefore, it is more convenient to define the peak from the corresponding
approximation in the fuel consumption layer equation (27), which as seen is typically










These values can be clearly identified in the OH∗ distributions represented in
Figure 31. Figures 32 and 33 show in addition how they depend on the dilution,
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Figure 32: The distribution of the OH∗ concentration for various degrees of dilution




of the N2 to O2 mole fractions in the fresh mixture upstream the flame
(Γ = 0 for H2-O2 flames, whereas Γ = 3.76 for H2-air flames). [OH
∗]∞equil depends on
Γ more strongly than [OH∗]peakRL . As a result, the ratio [OH
∗]∞equil/[OH
∗]peakRL is larger
than unity for H2-O2 flames (Γ = 0), but becomes much smaller than unity in H2-air
flames (Γ = 3.76).
defined here as of the ratio of the mole fraction of N2 to that of O2 in the fresh





Γ is thus zero for H2−O2 flames whereas Γ = 3.76 for H2−Air flames. (Note that the
results that follow are applicable regardless the nature of the diluent, as long as it is
inert, or even slightly reactive as in the case of N2, except that the actual numbers
can slightly change due to molar masses effects.)
As shown in Figure 33, both characteristic values, [OH∗]∞equil and [OH
∗]peakRL , to-
gether with the final flame temperature, decay as the dilution degree is increased.
However, the downstream concentration [OH∗]∞equil decays faster with dilution than
[OH∗]peakRL , so low-dilution flames tend to have [OH
∗]∞equil > [OH
∗]peakRL , whereas highly-
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diluted flames such as H2-air ones have much smaller values of [OH
∗]∞equil than of
[OH∗]peakRL .
Figure 33: Variation with the dilution ratio, Γ = XuN2/X
u
O2
, of the characteris-
tic values [OH∗]peakRL (orange line) and [OH
∗]∞equil (blue line) of the OH
∗ distribution
(33), both represented on the left vertical axis. On the right vertical axis the ra-
tio [OH∗]peakRL /[OH
∗]∞equil (green line) is plotted. These results correspond to a lean
H2-O2-N2 flame with φ = 0.5.
From the point of view of the quantitative use of chemiluminescence, the rele-
vance of these two characteristic concentrations, and more specifically of their ratio
[OH∗]peakRL /[OH
∗]∞equil, can be understood as follows. First, it should be noticed that
the chemiluminescent radiation emitted by the flame is simply proportional to the
local concentration of OH∗ because the rate of forward reaction Ce, the only pro-
ducing chemiluminescent electromagnetic radiation, is insensitive to temperature, as
Table 1 shows. On the other hand, in practice, the radiation intensity from flames
is acquired with a sensor which is sensitive to at least some wavelength band where
[OH∗] emits. However, these sensors have a limited sensitivity, or more specifically,
a limited dynamic range, which determines the upper and lower limits of radiation
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intensity within which the sensor is sensitive. Outside this range the sensor is ei-
ther saturated, if the radiation intensity is greater than the upper sensitivity limit,
or is not sensitive at all, if the radiation intensity is below the minimum threshold.
Thus, if the absolute value of the ratio [OH∗]peakRL /[OH
∗]∞equil is larger than the dynamic
range, the smallest of the two characteristic values, [OH∗]peakRL or [OH
∗]∞equil, will be
undetectable, and the acquired emissions can be regarded to be almost exclusively
originated from the fuel consumption layer if |[OH∗]peakRL |  |[OH
∗]∞equil|, or from the
downstream equilibrium region in the opposite case (here the symbol  means here
larger than the dynamical range of the system). If, on the other hand, the absolute
value of the ratio [OH∗]peakRL /[OH
∗]∞equil is smaller than the dynamic range of the sensing
system, then the sensor will be capable of acquiring radiation intensity from both the
fuel consumption layer and from the downstream equilibrium region.
For instance, in the case of stoichiometric flames as those shown in Figure 31, the
difference between [OH∗]peakRL and [OH
∗]∞equil is not greater than one order of magnitude
for the stoichiometric flame, but there is a gap of 3 orders of magnitude for the φ = 2.0
flame, and almost 4 in the case of the φ = 0.6 flame. Thus, a state-of-the-art optical
system with a dynamic range of around three orders of magnitude [92] will be capable
of detecting OH∗ emissions from the whole thickness of the flame downstream the fuel
consumption layer in the case of the stoichiometric flame, but probably not in the
other two cases. Such limitation is directly due to the detecting device.
As a way to quantitatively represent these arguments, we have considered the








which is the order of magnitude with sign of the ratio [OH∗]∞equil/[OH
∗]peakRL . Positive
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values of ν mean that the downstream equilibrium concentration [OH∗]∞equil is larger
than the peak [OH∗]peakRL at the fuel consumption layer, and the opposite in the case
of negative values of ν. On the other hand, the absolute value of ν is the number of
orders of magnitude that [OH∗]∞equil is larger (ν positive) or smaller (ν negative) than
[OH∗]peakRL .
Figure 34: φ − Γ map of the number ν, defined in equation (35), covering lean to
rich flames along the equivalence (vertical) axis and varying N2 dilution along the
horizontal axis. The shading corresponds to an optical system with a dynamic range
of around 2 orders of magnitude. The yellow shading identifies the domain of flames
with comparable values of the OH∗ peak and equilibrium concentrations. The blue
and green correspond to the φ − Γ domains where the chemiluminescence from the
equilibrium tail of the flame is much weaker, and therefore undetectable, than that
from the fuel consumption layer. The blue shading corresponds to rich H2-O2-N2
flames, whereas the green shading on the bottom right corner identifies the more
important regime in applications of lean H2-Air flames. The colorbar indicates the
value of ν of the isolines.
In order to understand the effect of the equivalence ratio φ and of the dilution
degree Γ on ν, we have represented in Figure 34 isolines of ν in an equivalence-
dilution plane. Domains with values of ν of order unity, either positive or negative,
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Figure 35: Maps of ν in cases of p = 20 (bar) and p = 60 (bar).
are shaded yellow. Flames in this domain have similar chemiluminescent emissions in-
tensities from the fuel consumption layer and from the equilibrium downstream. Both
regions can be imaged and be distinguished in spatially resolved systems. However,
with sensors integrating the emissions from the whole thickness of the flame such as
photomultipliers, the output signal will be the result of contributions from both the
reaction layer and the downstream equilibrium region. On the other hand, domains
where ν is moderately large and negative (blue and green shading) represent flames
with much higher values of the OH∗ concentration at the fuel consumption layer than
downstream. Therefore, the detected chemiluminescent emissions from these flames
are essentially originated only in the fuel consumption layer because those from the
downstream equilibrium region are too weak to be detected. This is for instance the
important case in applications of lean H2-air flames (green shading), which typically
occur in modern jet engine combustors. Moreover, in order to observe the influence
of pressure, the same graph was created in the same conditions as in Figure 34 except
for pressure values. Two cases of p = 20 and p = 60 (bar), which is the typical
pressure in jet engines, were investigated. The resulting plots are shown in Figure 35
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7.2 Concluding Remarks
We have shown for planar H2 flames, how the concentration of excited OH (OH
∗) can
be analytically related to those of ground species (26). This way, the task of finding
the relationship between OH∗ chemiluminescent emissions and global flame properties
such the heat release or the equivalence ratio for instance, has been reduced, at least
in steady flames, to the analysis of the host flame and its kinetic mechanism, without
any need to resort back to the chemiluminescence kinetics.
It must be noted that despite many flames can locally be regarded planar, stretch
in flames is expected to alter the conclusions of this work. Thus the results are
associated with zero-stretch flames.
The expression for the steady state distribution of OH∗ has been shown to have
two contributions, one of them being dominant in the fuel consumption layer, where
OH∗ is out of equilibrium and its concentration is proportional to the local value
of the product [O][H]; the other contribution is dominant downstream in the high-
temperature tail of the flame where OH∗ is in thermodynamic equilibrium with OH.
The concentration of OH∗ in each of these two distinct regions depend differently on
the equivalence ratio φ and on the dilution ratio Γ. As a result two types of flames
can be found in the φ−Γ plane (Figure 34). Relatively hot flames such as low-dilution
H2-O2, tend to have comparable OH
∗ concentrations in both regions, so both the fuel
consumption layer and the equilibrium tail can be easily simultaneously imaged in
optical systems with spatial resolution. The intensity from the fuel consumption layer
can be used to probe the product [O][H], whereas the intensity from the downstream
equilibrium region can be used to measure the OH concentration. However, with
diagnostic systems integrating along the line of sight, the total chemiluminescent
intensity readout is due to the contribution from both regions and it seems difficult
to resolve it into the two original components with just a single measurement. On the
other hand, in relatively cold flames, such as lean H2-air flames, the concentrations
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of OH∗ in the reaction layer is much larger than that in the downstream equilibrium
region. For these flames, only the emissions from the fuel consumption layer can
be detected in typical optical diagnostic systems with spatial resolution, whereas in
simple line-of-sight integrating sensors the signal readout is almost exclusively due to
the fuel consumption layer emissions, and therefore proportional to the product of
[O][H].
This work is based on an analysis of the kinetics of OH∗. The chemical schemes
describing OH∗ and other excited species are already established for notable excited
species ([28, 29, 39]) and the main production reactions are similar in them. The dif-
ferences among them is in fine tuning the rate constants and inclusion of less effective
production reactions. So, the derived relationships here will not be fundamentally
different with the introduction of newer schemes.
To conclude, we believe that the approach proposed here, providing a fundamen-
tal theoretical foundation, can be helpful in the development of a more systematic
quantitative use of the flame’s chemiluminescent radiation. Although slightly more
complicated, similar results apply in methane flames as we will show elsewhere. How-
ever, in both cases still more work is needed in order to find theoretically the link with
global flame properties, which would afford the use of chemiluminescence radiation
as a truly quantitative diagnostic tool.
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Appendices
A Geometry Optimization Cases











ibrav= 4, celldm(1) =27.925734, celldm(3)=4.0, nat=75, ntyp= 3,














C 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
C 0.000000 1.420000 1.000000
C 2.459512 0.000000 1.000000
C 2.459512 1.420000 1.000000
C 4.919024 0.000000 1.000000
C 4.919024 1.420000 1.000000
C 7.378536 0.000000 1.000000
C 7.378536 1.420000 1.000000
C 9.838049 0.000000 1.000000
C 9.838049 1.420000 1.000000
C 12.297561 0.000000 1.000000
C 12.297561 1.420000 1.000000
C -1.229756 2.130000 1.000000
C -1.229756 3.550000 1.000000
C 1.229756 2.130000 1.000000
C 1.229756 3.550000 1.000000
C 3.689268 2.130000 1.000000
C 3.689268 3.550000 1.000000
C 6.148780 2.130000 1.000000
C 6.148780 3.550000 1.000000
C 8.608293 2.130000 1.000000
C 8.608293 3.550000 1.000000
C 11.067805 2.130000 1.000000
C 11.067805 3.550000 1.000000
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C -2.459512 4.260000 1.000000
C -2.459512 5.680000 1.000000
C 0.000000 4.260000 1.000000
C 0.000000 5.680000 1.000000
C 2.459512 4.260000 1.000000
C 2.459512 5.680000 1.000000
C 4.919024 4.260000 1.000000
C 4.919024 5.680000 1.000000
C 7.378536 4.260000 1.000000
C 7.378536 5.680000 1.000000
C 9.838049 4.260000 1.000000
C 9.838049 5.680000 1.000000
C -3.689268 6.390000 1.000000
C -3.689268 7.810000 1.000000
C -1.229756 6.390000 1.000000
C -1.229756 7.810000 1.000000
C 1.229756 6.390000 1.000000
C 1.229756 7.810000 1.000000
C 3.689268 6.390000 1.000000
C 3.689268 7.810000 1.000000
C 6.148780 6.390000 1.000000
C 6.148780 7.810000 1.000000
C 8.608293 6.390000 1.000000
C 8.608293 7.810000 1.000000
C -4.919024 8.520000 1.000000
C -4.919024 9.940000 1.000000
C -2.459512 8.520000 1.000000
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C -2.459512 9.940000 1.000000
C 0.000000 8.520000 1.000000
C 0.000000 9.940000 1.000000
C 2.459512 8.520000 1.000000
C 2.459512 9.940000 1.000000
C 4.919024 8.520000 1.000000
C 4.919024 9.940000 1.000000
C 7.378536 8.520000 1.000000
C 7.378536 9.940000 1.000000
C -6.148780 10.650000 1.000000
C -6.148780 12.070000 1.000000
C -3.689268 10.650000 1.000000
C -3.689268 12.070000 1.000000
C -1.229756 10.650000 1.000000
C -1.229756 12.070000 1.000000
C 1.229756 10.650000 1.000000
C 1.229756 12.070000 1.000000
C 3.689268 10.650000 1.000000
C 3.689268 12.070000 1.000000
C 6.148780 10.650000 1.000000
C 6.148780 12.070000 1.000000
O 3.689268 7.8100000 2.000000
H 4.489268 7.8100000 2.000000
O 3.075000 6.0350000 2.000000
K_POINTS {gamma}
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A.2 Stable Adsorbed States
Nitrogen Atom:
Figure 36: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Hydrogen Atom:




Figure 38: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Case 2:
Figure 39: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: In the initial configuration, graphene sheet is perfectly flat and the distance
between the oxygen atom and the graphene plane is set to 1 Angstrom. In the final
stable configuration the distance between the oxygen and the bonding carbon atom
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is 1.51 Angstroms.
Note: After repeating this case with various initial configuration, it is observed that
there is a repelling force between the hydrogen atom and the carbon atoms. This
force makes the O-H bond rotate towards the center of the hexagons. This leads to
three possibilities as to the orientation of the O-H bond. Those three possibilities are




Figure 40: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: When two nitrogen atoms are placed above two alternate C-C bonds, re-
pelling forces make the nitrogen atoms move away from the graphene plane and desorb
in the form of N2.
Case 2:
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Figure 41: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: When two nitrogen atoms are placed on top of two C-C bonds on the
opposite sides of a hexagon, they are again desorbed in the form of N2.However,
as explained later (in the case of two nitrogen atoms and one oxygen), that this
case can also result in stable adsorption if initial configuration is favorable. The
desorption shown above resulted from an initial configuration where the graphene
layer is perfectly flat.
Case 3:
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Figure 42: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Case 4:
Figure 43: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Case 5:
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Figure 44: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Two Hydrogen Atoms Case 1:
Figure 45: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Case 2:
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Figure 46: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Case 3:
Figure 47: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: Two hydrogen atoms can not be adsorbed on two adjacent carbons in a
hexagon (Case 1 above). If there is one carbon atom between the carbon atoms
bonding with hydrogen, adsorption is possible (Case 2 and Case 3).
Three Hydrogen Atoms
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Figure 48: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
One Oxygen Atom and One Hydrogen Atom on a Cycle:
Figure 49: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
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One Oxygen Atom and One Nitrogen Atom on a Cycle: Case 1:
Figure 50: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: The nitrogen atom was initially placed above a carbon atom and an Oxygen
atom above a carbon bond. In the optimized structure N and O bond together but
they desorb from the graphene structure.
Case 2:
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Figure 51: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: The oxygen and the nitrogen atoms were initially placed above carbon bonds
in a hexagon. In the optimized structure oxygen forms an epoxide and nitrogen forms
an epoxide-like adsorbed state.
Two Oxygen Atoms and one nitrogen atom on a cycle:
Figure 52: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
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Two Nitrogen Atoms and one Hydrogen atom on a cycle:
Figure 53: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: On a hexagon, two nitrogen atoms initially were placed furthest from each
other and a hydrogen atom between them (Figure 53). Interatomic forces move the
nitrogen atoms away, forming N2.
Two Nitrogen Atoms and one Oxygen atom on a cycle:
Figure 54: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Note: Two nitrogen atoms were placed on two opposite C-C bonds in a hexagon,
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with an oxygen atom present as well (Figure 54, left panel). After the optimization
process, nitrogen atoms remain bonded with the carbon atoms and with themselves.
The oxygen atom forms an epoxide as seen in Figure 54, right panel.
Two nitrogen atoms on the same hexagon
The case above led to stable adsorption of two nitrogen atoms and one oxygen on
a deflected graphene sheet. If the oxygen atom is removed from the stable configu-
ration of the above case and an optimization is performed, it is found that the two
nitrogen atoms remain bonded with the carbon atoms. This is in contrast with the
”two-nitrogen on a hexagon” case explained before. This indicates that this case is
relatively a weak adsorption state and sensitive to the initial configuration.
Case 6:
Figure 55: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
To assess the stability of the adsorption state shown above, starting from the last
optimized configuration, nitrogen atoms were slightly moved towards the carbons
and another optimization was performed (shown below). This case resulted in the
nitrogen atoms still being adsorbed to the graphene sheet (case 7).
Case 7:
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Figure 56: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
Starting from the optimized configuration of case 6, nitrogen atoms were slightly
moved away from the carbons and an optimization was performed. This resulted in
the nitrogen atoms being removed from the graphene sheet and desorbing in the form
of N2 (Case 8, shown below).
Case 8:
Figure 57: Left: initial state Right: stable adsorbed state
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non-adsorbing species near the graphene layer Generally, stable molecules
were found to be repelled from the basal graphene layer. Four molecules of H2O,
CO2, CO and NO were placed near the graphene layer with different orientations
relative to it. For example, H2O was placed above a carbon (O close to carbon and
2 H atoms pointing away), once at a distance of 0.5 Angstoms and a second time at
1.5 Angstroms. Finally H2O is observed to be pushed away from the graphene sheet.
Placing H2O on a bridge or hexagon center, at a distance of 0.5 A, led to the same
results. Pictures of the final repelled configuration is shown in Fig. 58 and Fig. 59.
Figure 58: Left: H2O is not adsorbing to the basal plane. Different initial configu-
rations were tried but none resulted in an adsorbed state. Right: CO2 was placed
vertically above a carbon or a bridge at a distance of 0.5 Angstrom. In both cases
CO2 is moved away from the graphene sheet in the optimized configuration.
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Figure 59: Left: initially NO was placed at a distance of 0.5 A from the graphene
(O being closer to the graphene) and it is repelled from the sheet. Three initial
locations of above carbon, bridge and hexagon center were tested. Right: CO was
placed vertically above a carbon, a bridge and a hexagon center at a distance of 0.5
A from the graphene sheet (O being near to the graphene). In all those cases CO was
repelled from the graphene sheet.
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B Minimum Energy Path Cases






















ibrav= 4, celldm(1) =27.925734, celldm(3)=4.0, nat=73, ntyp= 2,

















C -0.007717933 -0.011777557 0.919131783
C -0.008496961 1.413305451 0.949276837
C 2.461620219 -0.011236038 0.920872094
C 2.461194296 1.415842334 0.964718966
C 4.919803674 -0.002204884 0.921873951
C 4.923603935 1.409769362 0.954040671
C 7.378521194 -0.012289862 0.916182569
C 7.380781083 1.417434718 0.921761907
C 9.851478770 -0.012104180 0.911434512
C 9.853791237 1.416174589 0.905193481
C 12.311209570 -0.004820267 0.914543321
C 12.313827779 1.411389300 0.921553183
C -1.231003143 2.120351823 0.954023760
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C -1.225666797 3.552536405 0.992956810
C 1.227040243 2.121499521 0.989498052
C 1.228778174 3.534998557 1.081626537
C 3.684583149 2.125911626 0.997509592
C 3.678695037 3.543950581 1.107213209
C 6.156306392 2.120752048 0.953942458
C 6.155946056 3.551607299 0.997136548
C 8.616022255 2.128638460 0.911713695
C 8.618162995 3.541320204 0.920531092
C 11.076024360 2.122032622 0.914771588
C 11.079354831 3.549637544 0.921687702
C -2.468508220 4.263620681 0.953861588
C -2.470186667 5.676111222 0.948850286
C -0.014567129 4.252065837 1.069994973
C -0.014630629 5.687353707 1.081394593
C 2.454071418 4.221985447 1.185545066
C 2.432642095 5.665072604 1.456827327
C 4.930894342 4.266150342 1.106959431
C 4.955874336 5.665479844 1.184928675
C 7.382739345 4.255710263 0.963964788
C 7.388396862 5.677303807 0.988361168
C 9.851839479 4.255614218 0.914764732
C 9.852547637 5.680195646 0.918769297
C -3.703767717 6.389524801 0.918936960
C -3.703118066 7.814126290 0.914784028
C -1.239586218 6.392517428 0.989000706
C -1.234021540 7.814122373 0.964253002
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C 1.193108803 6.404758366 1.185410059
C 1.217973984 7.804019384 1.106821307
C 3.716598772 6.405585167 1.456314565
C 3.694929917 7.848487995 1.184475111
C 6.163590035 6.382734057 1.080576802
C 6.163451399 7.818003396 1.068955518
C 8.618982022 6.393655188 0.948254285
C 8.617290522 7.806161957 0.953181961
C -4.930627533 8.520126928 0.921337600
C -4.927344116 9.947776262 0.914554770
C -2.469473388 8.528434534 0.920673037
C -2.467405578 9.941150037 0.911755696
C -0.007251514 8.518301689 0.997045992
C -0.007710755 9.949121352 0.953603481
C 2.470159258 8.526260771 1.106441930
C 2.464112892 9.944171032 0.996640632
C 4.920202408 8.535267192 1.080428762
C 4.921772984 9.948671198 0.988371625
C 7.374531822 8.517423410 0.992033715
C 7.379779039 9.949614435 0.953249985
C -6.165087756 10.658535757 0.921261620
C -6.162485238 12.074785317 0.914809947
C -3.705158986 10.653649895 0.905278530
C -3.702866876 12.081971928 0.911859528
C -1.232207787 10.652398179 0.921668595
C -1.229966576 12.082138615 0.916242170
C 1.224987967 10.660146658 0.953442941
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C 1.228769665 12.072083835 0.921448041
C 3.687528235 10.654205698 0.963709596
C 3.687065233 12.081223695 0.920206164
C 6.157316744 10.656761338 0.948433193
C 6.156507456 12.081830356 0.918820777
O 3.074929198 6.035870213 2.738301123
LAST_IMAGE
ATOMIC_POSITIONS (angstrom)
C -0.002891846 -0.003433206 0.918692241
C -0.005501061 1.409070592 0.918971270
C 2.455379114 -0.006712178 0.920561829
C 2.452765409 1.415324758 0.953620859
C 4.924431654 -0.006923636 0.920620574
C 4.927753216 1.415062764 0.953498829
C 7.383117364 -0.003897321 0.918663784
C 7.386405683 1.408443685 0.918784038
C 9.841654371 -0.010328101 0.952734469
C 9.844974077 1.411684675 0.920253214
C 12.316604060 -0.010151926 0.952777298
C 12.313915707 1.411963420 0.920241776
C -1.238759091 2.122271835 0.914469394
C -1.240151231 3.547935285 0.921233432
C 1.229165466 2.120694190 0.949015093
C 1.224481211 3.544796347 0.989596836
C 3.690353081 2.135837448 0.992546568
C 3.690468384 3.534419338 1.069676136
C 6.151685745 2.119971724 0.948742067
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C 6.156487882 3.543951748 0.989287201
C 8.619856076 2.121609480 0.914322160
C 8.621254977 3.547189540 0.921015851
C 11.079446779 2.128399779 0.913795518
C 11.079427766 3.539752742 0.904644665
C -2.462530675 4.255882637 0.911331848
C -2.461410611 5.681229083 0.920910064
C -0.003807887 4.260755677 0.964714896
C -0.000689545 5.675272741 0.997590381
C 2.447718057 4.252866161 1.081946869
C 2.429995874 5.657488725 1.187065440
C 4.933333638 4.252231579 1.081836136
C 4.950685852 5.656846881 1.186971227
C 7.384818620 4.259841437 0.964401506
C 7.381129776 5.674348701 0.997202421
C 9.843502493 4.255428884 0.911221474
C 9.841703827 5.680752477 0.920748768
C -3.698856325 6.397548472 0.915344951
C -3.699236270 7.805604196 0.915244291
C -1.240364311 6.390151977 0.953801234
C -1.240779436 7.813373149 0.953732526
C 1.230406055 6.378962120 1.108624187
C 1.229991474 7.824672797 1.108294382
C 3.690379284 6.360323903 1.459006915
C 3.689993675 7.842983408 1.458397830
C 6.149995081 6.378233106 1.108225996
C 6.149656210 7.824011303 1.107778466
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C 8.620433466 6.389444650 0.953428436
C 8.620087052 7.812754995 0.953299576
C -4.936643123 8.521907215 0.920530953
C -4.935238425 9.947279718 0.910940580
C -2.461997279 8.522129219 0.920773628
C -2.463468430 9.947419152 0.911167630
C -0.001186877 8.528323039 0.997230056
C -0.004643507 9.942740667 0.963984589
C 2.429540393 8.545986663 1.186255156
C 2.447068570 9.950451270 1.080842241
C 4.950318876 8.545773567 1.185921638
C 4.932716543 9.950301677 1.080762748
C 7.380574251 8.527795962 0.996762878
C 7.383999805 9.942364130 0.963735940
C -6.157481532 10.655373062 0.920519857
C -6.158563349 12.081028948 0.914182874
C -3.699372287 10.663138094 0.904617878
C -3.699059545 12.074395485 0.913990939
C -1.241035628 10.655416027 0.920827659
C -1.239324631 12.080914143 0.914382587
C 1.223860342 10.658431502 0.988530401
C 1.228955740 12.082388164 0.948104628
C 3.689969365 10.668395760 1.068582076
C 3.690261600 12.066970154 0.991549639
C 6.155812250 10.658387116 0.988533193
C 6.151345007 12.082518833 0.948229898





































Figure 60: Adsorption of a nitrogen atom on the basal plane.
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Figure 61: Adsorption of a hydrogen atom on the basal plane.
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Figure 62: Dissociative adsorption of molecular hydrogen on the basal plane.
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B.3 Diffusion






























Figure 63: Diffusion of nitrogen atom in the presence of an oxygen on the same cycle.
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Figure 64: Diffusion of hydrogen atom in the presence of an epoxide on the same
cycle.
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Figure 65: Diffusion of nitrogen in the presence of another adsorbed nitrogen on an
adjacent cycle.
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Figure 66: Diffusion of oxygen in the presence of another adsorbed nitrogen and
oxygen.
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C Sample Input File for calculating a Freely Prop-
agating Flame with Cantera
"""
A freely-propagating, premixed hydrogen flat
flame with multicomponent transport properties.
"""
import cantera as ct
import numpy as np
# Simulation parameters
p_bar = 1 # pressure in [bar]
phi = 1 # equivalence ratio
fuel = ’H2’
oxidizer = ’O2:1, N2:3.76’
#reaction mechanism to be used:
reaction_mechanism = ’GRImech30_Kathrotia.cti’
p = p_bar*(1e5) # pressure in [Pa]
Tin = 300.0 # unburned gas temperature [K]
width = 0.3 # width of the domain in meter.
loglevel = 1 # amount of diagnostic output (0 to 8)
# IdealGasMix object used to compute mixture properties,
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# set to the state of the upstream fuel-air mixture
gas = ct.Solution(reaction_mechanism) #initiating gas object
gas.TP = Tin, p # setting fresh mixture’s temp. and pressure
gas.set_equivalence_ratio(phi, fuel, oxidizer)
# ^ line above sets the initial composition of the fresh mixture
tol_ss = [1.0e-5, 1.0e-25] # [rtol atol] for steady-state problem
tol_ts = [1.0e-3, 1.0e-13] # [rtol atol] for time stepping
# Set up flame object




# Solve with mixture-averaged transport model
f.transport_model = ’Mix’
f.solve(loglevel=loglevel, auto=True)
# Solve with the energy equation enabled
f.save(’ztx.xml’, ’mix’, ’solution with mixture-averaged transport’)
f.show_solution()



































D.1 Distribution of the Reaction Rates
The next two graphs show the distribution of reaction rates of all the reactions in the
mechanism listed here again for reference in the table below. These graphs comple-
ment the lean-flame case shown in the paper with the cases of a stoichiometric flame
(Fig. 67) and a rich flame (Fig. 68). The aim is to show that forward rates are much
larger than reverse ones regardless of the equivalence ratio.
Figure 67: Forward rates (solid lines in case of reactions Ci or dash-dot line in case
of reaction P ) and reverse rates (dash lines) of reactions in the OH* submechanism
for a stoichiometric flame (φ = 1.0). The graph on the left illustrates the kinetics
in the fuel consumption layer, with reverse rates much smaller than forward rates.
The graph on the right in turn shows how reactions approach equilibrium in the
downstream-equilibrium high-temperature region of the flame.
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No. Elementary Reaction A (cm, mole, s, K) n E (kJ/mole)
P H + O + M ↔ OH∗ + M 1.50E+13 0.0 25.0
CH2O OH
∗ + H2O ↔ OH + H2O 5.93E+12 0.5 -3.6
CO2 OH
∗ + O2 ↔ OH + O2 2.10E+12 0.5 -2.0
CH2 OH
∗ + H2 ↔ OH + H2 2.95E+12 0.5 -1.9
CN2 OH
∗ + N2 ↔ OH + N2 1.08E+11 0.5 -5.2
COH OH
∗ + OH ↔ OH + OH 6.01E+12 0.5 -3.2
CH OH
∗ + H ↔ OH + H 1.31E+12 0.5 -0.7
Ce OH
∗ ↔ OH + hν 1.45E+06 0.0 0.0
M = [H2] + 6.5[H2O] + 0.4[O2] + 0.4[N2] + 0.35[Ar]
Figure 68: See the caption of the previous Figure.
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D.2 Reaction Layer Approximation











[O2] + kf,CH [H] + kf,COH [OH] + kf,Ce
(36b)
The errors incurred in when considering only a reduced number of consumption
reactions in the consumption rate (36b) are plotted in Figure 69 in the case of a
stoichiometric flame and in Figure 70 in the case of a rich flame.
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Figure 69: Top: exact [OH*] shown by thick red line and its approximations consid-
ering a reduced number (dash lines)of the most contributing consumption reactions
in the factor Ω̇f,CCons in (36). Bottom: relative errors associated with approximate ex-
pressions for OH*. Considering the 6 reverse rates of the Ci reactions (black line)
the error is bounded by 2% in the reaction layer. The 6 consumption reactions con-
sidered, in decreasing order of importance at x = 0.1mm, are: CH2O, CH2 , CO2 , CN2 ,
and COH ≈ CH.
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Figure 70: see the caption in the previous Figure. Notice that in this case, taking into
account 6 Ci consumption reactions (black line) the error is slightly larger than 1% in
the reaction layer. In this case, the 6 consumption reactions considered, in decreasing
order of importance at x = 0.1mm, are: CH2O, CH2 , CO2 ,CH,CN2 , and finally COH.
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D.3 Dilution Effects
The effect of the dilution degree, is described in the following figure for a stoichiometric
and a rich flame.
Figure 71: These graphs illustrate how the distribution of [OH*] in the reaction layer
(neighborhood of x = 0 (mm)) and in the downstream equilibrium region (x → ∞)
changes as the dilution level of nitrogen in the fresh mixture changes. Results are
represented for a stoichiometric (φ = 1.0) in the top graph and a rich flame (φ = 2.0)
in the bottom graph.
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Figure 72: The two characteristic values in the [OH*] distribution (on the left axis)
as well as their ratio (on the right axis) are plotted in these graphs. Results are
represented for a stoichiometric (φ = 1.0) in the top graph and a rich flame (φ = 2.0)
in the bottom graph.
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D.4 Distributions of Error Parameters Under Various Con-
ditions
Since the error of [OH∗]S.S. is determined by the maximum of δ and ∆S.S.(OH
∗), here
we have plotted them for a range of pressures and N2 dilutions.
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Figure 73: Distribution of δ and ∆S.S.(OH*) under different pressures (p=1, 20 and
60 bar) and different N2 dilutions (XN2)
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